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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to determine the economic impact the Savannah River Site (SRS) has on a
five-county region in South Carolina and Georgia based on Fiscal Year 2010, a snapshot in time. This
report is divided into eight major sections. The first sections provide a background of SRS and the Site’s
significance to the region. Economic analysis methodology, approach, and description of the area then
follow. Results of current and future economic impacts can be found in the concluding sections.
The operations at SRS create jobs, generate income, and contribute to the tax revenues across both South
Carolina and Georgia. When economic multipliers are factored in, the economic ripple effect is
enormous. Despite its significance in recent years, there has been little understanding beyond qualitative
observations about the value of SRS’s contributions to the region, and what that impact means in
quantifiable terms. Consequently, this study examines both SRS’s value to the economy, as well as its
overall impact on five specific counties in the region. Those counties are Aiken, Allendale, and Barnwell
in South Carolina and Richmond and Columbia in Georgia. These counties were chosen because this is
the area which comprised SRS’s major area of influence when the Savannah River Site Community
Reuse Organization (SRSCRO) was established as the Department of Energy (DOE) designated CRO for
SRS. For the purposes of this report, these counties will be referred to as the “five-county area”, “fivecounty region”, or “local economy”.
A broad overview of the local economy is provided in this study, including a discussion of current
economic conditions versus state and national data. The analysis also evaluates economic trends within
the five-county region. The broad economic indicators have also been analyzed and applied to the
specific situation of SRS’s economic impact. To complete the final product, the researchers used both
primary and secondary data. In addition, the study used various data collection and analysis methods, and
a tested economic impact model to measure SRS’s impact on jobs and economic output in absolute and
relative terms.
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) or “Stimulus” project funds were not included in
this assessment. This is because the federal government’s “Stimulus” program was only a one-time
economic spark, whereas the purpose of this study was to research the current, stable impact of SRS while
at the same time looking well into the future. (It should be noted that all of the members of the research
team involved in this report had input into a similar economic impact study of ARRA-expended funds in
the same five-counties).

Key Points about the Economic Impacts of the Savannah River Site

1

•

SRS plays a major role in the economy of the region.

•

Total yearly budget of SRS for Fiscal Year 2010 is $2.386 billion. Of that $1.191 billion was
spent in the five-county region (through payroll and procurement). These expenditures generated
an additional $1.195 billion in output, through the output multiplier1 effect of 2.003 [$1.191B x
2.003 output multiplier = $2.386 B].

•

SRS employs 10,967 highly skilled technical personnel with an average salary of $85,000 per
year. Furthermore, 9,258 SRS workers reside in the five-county region.

See Section 7.4 for detailed explanation of multipliers.
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•

In 2010, the 2.513 employment multiplier increased the 9,258 SRS jobs held by employees living
in the five-county area to a total of 14,004 additional jobs. This brought the total jobs created by
SRS in the five-county region to 23,262, once direct and indirect effects are taken into account.

•

Annually, SRS operations contribute to an average increase of $1,600 per household – some
households more than others. Overall, for the five-county area, the total SRS economic effect on
household incomes is $853 million.

•

SRS employees and operations contribute significantly to tax revenue benefits for state and local
economies, as well as the federal government. The total federal, state, and local tax impact
amount is $318 million.

•

SRS also contributes to the local economy by a mechanism known as “Payment in Lieu of
Taxes”. Payments in Lieu of Taxes is federal compensation to local governments that help offset
losses in property taxes due to non-taxable federal lands within their boundaries. Last year the
federal government allocated $6.2 million to three of the five area counties: Barnwell $4,506,166, Aiken - $1,620,000, Allendale - $89,508.

•

The economic impacts reported by the current study are ongoing, and stay in the area for an
additional 12 months due to the economic spill down effect.

•

The analysis of economic impact on changes in SRS expenditures and employment is conducted
by changing the SRS outlays by $100 million increments. It should provide economic developers
and decision makers with an instrument for estimating regional economic impact either higher or
lower based on the proposed SRS project or program.

•

The average salary of local workers at SRS is approximately $85,031 as compared to the average
salary of $35,427 in the five-county area. This indicates that one job created at SRS has
approximately the same overall employment impact in the local economy as 2.38 average paying
jobs elsewhere.

•

The replacement factor of one of SRS employment also reveals that a loss of one job at the Site
will require the local economic developers to create nearly two and one-half additional jobs to
compensate for the loss.

Future Condition
Since there is not a predictive model for a situation such as SRS’s – meaning there are too many
unknowns as to missions, projects, magnitude of budgets, etc., – the research team developed a broad
method to aid in predicting the economic impact of SRS activities on the local area. As mentioned
previously, the analysis of economic impact on changes in SRS expenditures and employment is should
provide economic developers and decision makers with an instrument for estimating regional economic
impact either higher or lower based on the proposed SRS project or program.
Every $100 million change (up or down) in SRS spending results in an approximately $50.6 million
change in SRS expenditures in the five-county area and, plus or minus, 400 SRS employees from the
region. The total employment impact of a $100 million change in SRS expenditures is 989 jobs and a
$101.4 million negative or positive impact on output.
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Conclusion
The existence and operations of SRS have a far-reaching effect on the local economy. Due to the number
of jobs created, output produced and added, and income and tax revenue, SRS is a key economic player in
the local five-county region. The local South Carolina and Georgia economies greatly benefit from the
funding and projects at the Savannah River Site.
Without continued SRS funding or new future missions, local employment will continue to shrink, and
this would strongly affect local productivity, output, income, and tax revenue. This could be offset by
new missions at Ft. Gordon or large-scale regional industrial projects. However, given the higher SRS
salaries and benefits, many more non-SRS jobs would have to be created to compensate for the loss in
SRS positions.
There are no large-scale new missions or projects on the horizon. Regrettably, the exact long-term
estimate of changes in SRS’s budget and employment caused by phasing out existing projects or adoption
of new missions will be speculative. However, prediction of the efficacy of new missions was not the
purview of this report.
Site management predicts that the transition from primary Environmental Management activities to a
focus on nuclear non-proliferation, sustainable energy, and national security missions will be made.
However, when this will occur is uncertain. Even more undefined is the magnitude of the economic
impact.
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SECTION 1.0 INTRODUCTION, OBJECTIVES, AND SCOPE OF WORK
This report’s sponsor is the Savannah River Site Community Reuse Organization (SRSCRO). The SRS
Community Reuse Organization is a 501(c)(3) private non-profit organization charged with developing
and implementing a comprehensive strategy to diversify the economy of a five-county region in the
Central Savannah River Area of Georgia and South Carolina. SRSCRO counties include Aiken,
Allendale, and Barnwell in South Carolina and Richmond and Columbia in Georgia.
The O’Connell Center for Executive Development at the University of South Carolina Aiken assembled a
team of experts particularly suited for this study. It includes specialists from schools of business from
two regional universities, Augusta State University and the University of South Carolina Aiken; the
school of business from a regional HBCU (Historically Black Colleges and Universities), Claflin
University; and an expert in economic impact and new mission planning from Savannah River Nuclear
Solutions (SRNS), the Management and Operations Contractor at the Savannah River Site. These
professionals are all authorities on economic impact with a special concentration on SRS.
The Savannah River Site generates significant economic benefits for the five-county area. Operations at
SRS create jobs and income, and contribute to the tax revenues across both South Carolina and Georgia.
SRS plays an important role in the economic structure of these communities. With more than 10,967
people employed at SRS, it is one of the largest employers in South Carolina (only Wal-Mart employs
more people). Despite its employment status, there has been little understanding beyond qualitative
observations about the value of SRS’s contributions to the region and what that recent economic impact
means in quantifiable terms.
This study also provides a broad overview of the local economy, including a discussion of current
economic conditions versus other U.S. markets of similar size and demographics. The study evaluated
economic trends within the five-county area and the broad economic indicators are analyzed and
discussed.
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) or “Stimulus” project funds were not included in
this assessment. This is because the federal government’s “Stimulus” program was only a one-time
economic spark, whereas the purpose of this study was to research the current, stable impact of SRS while
at the same time looking well into the future. (It should be noted that all of the members of the research
team involved in this report had input into a similar economic impact study of ARRA-expended funds in
the same five-counties).
During the past several decades, the economy of the five-county area has fared worse than the national
economy in terms of income, employment, job creation, and tax collection. For example, historical trends
for the three South Carolina counties show that the per capita income levels for Aiken, Allendale, and
Barnwell have consistently been below the national average. However, one positive feature apparent
from historical trends is that per capita income in all five counties is consistently increasing. During the
time of this study, only one of the five local counties had an unemployment rate below the national
average and that was Columbia County with a respectable unemployment rate of 5%. Allendale and
Barnwell’s unemployment rates stood at 17% and 11%, respectively. The average unemployment rate for
the entire local economy stood at 9%, near the national average.
In the recent past, the numbers of employees and the annual budget at SRS have been significantly
impacted by new or proposed missions. For example, in September 1991, there were 25,180 workers
employed at the Site. This number decreased to 10,967 in September 2010, while annual expenses at
SRS increased from $2.031 billion in 1991 to $2.386 billion in 2010.
1
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This study’s main goal was to determine the economic impact that the Savannah River Site has on the
five-county area. As a further goal, SRSCRO challenged the research team to provide a look into the
future economic impact of SRS. With SRS’s future missions uncertain, the current economy in a
slowdown, inflationary measures starting to rise, and government budgets stressed, this was no easy task.
However, with the assistance of economic modeling coupled with the academic and experiential diversity
of the team, this challenge was undertaken.
In addition to this significant economic impact on the local labor market, SRS spending increases the state
and local output production for both South Carolina and Georgia. Furthermore, SRS spending of $1.191
billon in the five-county area increased the total industrial production and corresponding output. In 2008,
440 combined local industries generated approximately $34.88 billion in output production. Due to
direct, induced, and indirect effects of SRS spending the local output is expected to increase by an
additional $2.388 billion. This represents 6.84% of the total local output production.
In terms of household income (which is another measure of economic activity) the study indicates that
annually, SRS operations contribute to an average increase of $1,600 per household – some households
more than others. Overall, for the five-county area, the total SRS economic effect on household incomes
is $853 million.
SRS employees contribute significantly to tax revenue benefits for state and local economies, as well as
the federal government. The total federal, state, and local tax impact amount is $318 million. Out of this
amount, the state and local tax impact amount is $126 million. The most important state and local tax
benefits result from sales taxes ($42.43 million) and property taxes ($35 million), followed by personal
income taxes ($19 million). These tax benefits contribute to numerous public goods and services received
by the local communities. Similarly, impressive federal tax impacts result from SRS operations. A total
of $192 million is contributed to federal tax revenue. The most significant contributions result from the
social insurance tax ($109 million) and personal income tax ($56 million).
SRS also contributes to the local economy by a mechanism known as “Payment in Lieu of Taxes”.
Payments in Lieu of Taxes is federal compensation to local governments that help offset losses in
property taxes due to non-taxable federal lands within their boundaries. Last year the federal government
allocated $6.2 million to three of the five area counties: Barnwell - $4,506,166, Aiken - $1,620,000,
Allendale - $89,508.
The Department of Energy’s (DOE) nine organizations at the Savannah River Site have a significant
impact on the local five-county area. During Fiscal Year 2010, SRS’s budget was $2.353 billion. Out of
that amount, SRS spent $1.191 billion within the local five-county area, thus greatly and positively
stimulating the local economy. The $1.191 billion in direct expenditures lead to an additional $825
million in indirect effects and an additional $370 million in induced effects for a total of $2.386 billon,
through the output multiplier effect of 2.003 [$1.191B x 2.003 output multiplier = $2.386B].
As a result of this spending, the local labor force market was enriched by a total of 23,262 preserved or
newly created jobs. These jobs represent 12.09% of the local labor force. In 2010, the 2.513
employment multiplier increased the 9,258 SRS jobs held by employees living in the five-county area
by an additional 14,004 jobs, bringing the number of total jobs to 23,262 [9,258 x 2.513 employment
multiplier = 23,262].
It is important to note that these positive economic effects are not one-time events because it takes
approximately one year for the funds to work through the local economy. In addition to having a positive
effect on the local economy, SRS operations also have a continuous economic effect on the federal, state,
and local tax revenue levels.
2
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Because SRS’s budget is so large, it has an economic reach beyond the five-county area. Consequently,
where it can be identified, the impact on South Carolina and Georgia outside the five-county region has
been included. The following figure demonstrates the flow of federal dollars to and from the five-county
area.

Figure 1.0.a: Federal Funds Going Into and Flowing Out of the Savannah River Site
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1.1: Impact Study Methodology and Economic Modeling
This study used various data collections and analysis methods and economic impact models to measure
SRS’s impact on jobs and economic output in absolute and relative terms. The study utilized accepted
scientific methodologies for establishing economic impact to determine the value of the Savannah River
Site to the coterminous five-county region. Specifically, this impact study estimated economic
contributions that SRS has on the five-county area.
The study used both primary and secondary data to accomplish the stated objectives. The primary data on
employment, total expenditures, payroll, fringe benefits, and other direct costs for Fiscal Year 2010 was
collected from the nine major Site organizations and made specific to the five-county area. This included
the local DOE offices (both DOE-SRS and National Nuclear Security Administration or NNSA), and
tenants such as the U.S. Forest Service and the Savannah River Ecology Laboratory (SREL). Major
project offices such as Shaw-Areva MOX Services, Savannah River Remediation, and Parsons were also
polled for data, as were support organizations, such as Wackenhut Security-SRS (WSI). Finally, the Site
management and operations contractor, Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, provided similar information,
data, and budget figures. Once data was collected, it was then verified by the Department of Energy.
Additional information about involvement of SRS employees in community and civic services and future
SRS missions was gathered from local non-profit and municipal planning agencies.
The secondary data on demographics, workforce participation, wages, household income, unemployment,
personal income, and employment and payroll multipliers for the selected counties, as well as the states of
South Carolina and Georgia, was collected from the appropriate sources. The study used statistical
analysis, tabular analysis, graphical analysis, and IMpact Analysis for PLANning (IMPLAN) software to
analyze the data and present the results. The data was analyzed both at the county and state levels.
Through reliability testing, the team’s analytical techniques, as well as the methods used for presentation
of the findings, are scientifically and technically defensible. However, the study has been prepared and
presented so that it may be understood by a wide audience, both technical and non-technical.
Data was collected and provided by DOE for Fiscal Year 2010. There are four categories of data: number
of employees, wages, fringes, and other direct expenditures. Other direct expenditures include
subcontracts, materials, equipment, leases, corporate fees, power, utilities, personnel support, etc. The
data was provided at two levels: in total for the whole Site and for the five counties of the study.
In order to determine the inter-relationship of the Savannah River Site within the local economy, the
research team used an economic input-output analysis technique. There are numerous economic models
that can be used in this regard. These models generate economic multipliers and estimate the long-term
benefits of an industry or a project. For this study, the economic impact software program IMPLAN was
used. IMPLAN software was originally developed in 1987 by the University of Minnesota for the United
States Department of Agriculture’s Forest Service in cooperation with the Federal Emergency
Management Agency and the United States Department of the Interior’s Bureau of Land Management. In
addition to other models such as “REMI” (Regional Economic Models Inc.) and “RIMS” (Regional
Input-Output Modeling System), IMPLAN is one of the three credible models widely used for regional
economic impact analyses. The IMPLAN impact model allows for identifying, tracing, and analyzing
purchases and sales of commodities between industries, businesses, and final consumers.
IMPLAN has been used by the following government agencies for economic impact studies: The Federal
Reserve Bank, Bureau of Economic Analysis, International Trade Commission, Sandia National Labs,
and others. The following companies are among those that have used IMPLAN: Deloitte & Touche,
KPMG, Standard & Poor’s DRI, and URS Corporation. It is used extensively in the academic world as
well. A detailed description of the IMPLAN model is included in Section 9.5 and in the body of the
report.
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SECTION 2.0 THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE OVERVIEW
During the early 1950s the Savannah River Site began to produce materials used in nuclear weapons,
primarily tritium and plutonium-239. Five reactors were built to produce these materials. Also built were
supporting facilities, including two chemical separation plants, a heavy water extraction plant, a nuclear
fuel and target fabrication facility, a tritium extraction facility, a research support laboratory (now
Savannah River National Laboratory), and waste management facilities. After 50 years of producing
nuclear materials for defense and non-defense uses, SRS shifted its strategic direction and resources from
nuclear weapons materials production to clean-up of the nuclear waste and environmental contamination
created during production.
Today, SRS is a key Department of Energy industrial complex dedicated to:
•
•
•

environmental management and clean-up
providing capability for supporting the enduring nuclear weapons stockpile and processing
managing nuclear materials in support of U.S. nuclear non-proliferation efforts

The Savannah River Site also develops and deploys innovative technologies to support environmental
clean-up. Environmental Management (EM) and National Nuclear Security Administration are the
primary DOE programs and mission areas being addressed at SRS.
The Site’s center is approximately 23 miles southeast of Augusta, Georgia, and 20 miles south of Aiken,
South Carolina, the two closest population centers. The Site lies within sections of Aiken, Barnwell, and
Allendale Counties in South Carolina. Currently, more than 90% of the Site’s 198,344 acres (310 square
miles) is covered in forest or other natural vegetation. The remaining 10% of the Site is utilized by
production and support, service, research and development, waste management, roads, and utility
corridors. The original facility layout of SRS was designed to isolate major radioactive operations from
the Site boundaries, creating a buffer zone that provided additional security and reduced the risk of
accidental exposure to the general public.
As stated earlier, the Site is owned by DOE. However, it is operated by two primary contractors. The
Site’s Managing and Operating (M&O) contract has been managed by Savannah River Nuclear Solutions,
since August 2008, and the Liquid Waste contract has been operated by Savannah River Remediation
Company (SRR) since July 2009. Other major DOE contractors and tenants at SRS include Wackenhut
Security-SRS, which is responsible for security services, Parsons Infrastructure and Technology Group,
Inc., which was selected to design, construct, start-up, and operate the Salt Waste Processing Facility
(SWPF), Shaw AREVA, which is constructing the Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility (MOX), the
University of Georgia Research Foundation, Inc., which operates the Savannah River Ecology
Laboratory, and Ameresco, Inc., the largest independent energy services provider in North America.
DOE is responsible for natural resources management, which is carried out by the United States
Department of Agriculture Forest Service under terms of an interagency agreement. The organization of
the aforementioned can be found in Figure 2.0.a.
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Figure 2.0.a: Savannah River Site Alignment of DOE Mission Owners and
Primary Contractors2

Just over 50% of SRS’s budget is committed to the DOE Environmental Management program. The EM
mission and goal is to complete the SRS clean-up by 2040. SRS will accommodate the ongoing NNSA
missions of nuclear non-proliferation and defense programs beyond 2040. Like other DOE sites that have
closed or are scheduled to close, SRS is not a DOE closure site in the strict sense of the term. Beyond
EM, the federal government considers SRS an industrial complex dedicated to the safe stabilization,
treatment, and disposition of nuclear materials, as well as spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste.
EM also functions as the SRS landlord and provides Site infrastructure facilities and services to support
the multiple DOE missions at SRS. As landlord, EM is responsible for providing the funding necessary
for infrastructure and facilities and services, including the management of natural and cultural resources
and ecological resources.

2

Courtesy of the DOE-SR Office of the Assistant Manager for Integration and Planning, January 2011.
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While somewhat stable for the last ten years, the number of SRS employees has declined dramatically
over the last nineteen years. As Figure 2.0.b indicates, SRS had a high of 25,500 workers in 1992, which
slowly dwindled to fewer than 11,000 workers in September 20103.

Figure 2.0.b: Savannah River Site Workforce Trend4
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The impact of the recent “Workforce Restructuring” will be discussed in a later section.
$2,420 ARRA “Stimulus” employees are included in 2009 and 2010 workforce numbers.
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Figure 2.0.c shows the current SRS workforce distribution by organization. These staffing numbers
include full-service, temporary, construction crafts, and subcontractor employees.

Figure 2.0.c: SRS Personnel Distribution by Employer
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Throughout most of its operating history, SRS only had two major organizations. At first, it was
governed by the Atomic Energy Commission with DuPont as the M&O contractor. In 1989
Westinghouse and its successor organizations reported to the Department of Energy. Currently, due to
DOE re-organization and changes in contract policies there are a number of “primary” contract
organizations and two major DOE organizations that have responsibility for different program and project
elements at SRS.
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SECTION 3.0 ECONOMIC OVERVIEW OF THE LOCAL ECONOMY
An economy is made up of many different kinds of activities, and the economic structure varies greatly
across local areas. Understanding the structure of the local economy is critical for understanding both the
short- and long-term performance of an economy, as well as the short- and long-term challenges and
opportunities facing an economy. This section covers baseline economic information for comparison
throughout the study. Furthermore, the purpose of this section is to provide an economic overview and an
economic baseline of the five-county area. This area is illustrated in Figure 3.0.a.

Figure 3.0.a:

Local Economy Directly Affected by SRS Funding
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The broader economic overview of the local economy provided here will detail data in three main
categories: measures of income (per capita income, median income), measures of the local labor market
(employment, unemployment, and labor force participation rates), and consumer spending (retail sales
and retail sales per capita).
From the perspective of planning for economic growth and development, it is important to understand not
just how the local economy is currently performing, but also what the major trends have been over a
historical period and how they have contributed to the current economic situation. The presence of SRS
has certain immediate and long-term effects on the local economy. These effects will be discussed later
in the study. However, to better understand the background of the local economy and its structure, it is
important to review several key economic indicators.

3.1:

Population, Per Capita Income, and Median Household Income
Trends of the Local Economy

During the past several decades, the local economy has fared worse than the national economy in terms of
income, employment, job creation, and tax collection. The first part of this section examines the
population, per capita income, and median household income trends in the local economy.
In 2009, the total population of the five-county area affected by SRS activities amounted to almost half a
million – 497,503 inhabitants. The population of the three South Carolina counties was 187,390, which
accounted for 4.2% of the total South Carolina population. The population of the two Georgia counties
was 310,113, which accounted for 3.2% of Georgia’s total population. In 2010, the total population of
the five-county region increased from 497,503 to 501,626, comprising 188,900 for South Carolina, and
the remaining 312,726 for Georgia.5
Table 3.1.a gives an overview of the local economy’s population broken down by the five counties of the
area. As illustrated, the five counties of the local economy are widely different in terms of population. In
2009, the smallest county in the area by population was Allendale, South Carolina with 10,195
inhabitants, and the largest county was Richmond, Georgia, with a population of 199,768. Despite the
difference in the size of the local counties, all five of them play a role to varying degrees for SRS and, at
the same time, the activities of SRS are tremendously important for economic growth and development of
the five counties and their economies.

5

U.S. Census Bureau, http://www.census.gov/
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Table 3.1.a: Population Change of the Five Counties in the Local Economy in
Comparison to U.S. and State Populations, 2005-20096
Population

2005

2005-06
% Change

2006

2006-07
% Change

2007

2007-08
% Change

2008

2008-09
% Change

2009

US

296,575,315

0.68

298,593,212

1.00

301,579,895

0.93

304,374,846

0.86

307,006,550

SC

4,249,385

1.77

4,324,799

1.85

4,404,914

1.70

4,479,800

1.82

4,561,242

GA

9,093,958

2.47

9,318,715

2.20

9,523,297

1.71

9,685,744

1.48

9,829,211

150,181

0.69

151,220

0.72

152,307

1.51

154,601

0.92

156,017

10,777

-2.14

10,546

-0.88

10,453

-0.06

10,447

-2.41

10,195

23,041

-0.37

22,955

0.03

22,961

-0.39

22,872

-0.80

22,688

102,209

3.16

105,440

3.15

108,760

1.72

110,627

2.11

112,958

196,724

0.24

197,203

0.22

197,643

0.93

199,486

0.14

199,768

Aiken Co.
Allendale
Co.
Barnwell
Co.
Columbia
Co.
Richmond
Co.

According to Table 3.1.a, population has declined in those counties hardest hit by the recession. Barnwell
and Allendale counties have either dropped in population or have remained stable. There is a strong
correlation between loss of population and the availability of jobs.
Personal income data provide an estimate of income from all sources flowing annually to local residents.
Total personal income is comprised of three distinct sources of income to include: 1) labor earnings,
2) dividends, interest, and rent, and 3) government transfer payments to individuals. During 20087, total
personal income in the three South Carolina counties was $5,726,010,000.8 Similarly, during 2008, total
personal income in the two Georgia counties was $10,546,530,000. Together, the five local counties
account for a total of $16,272,540,000 in personal income. (Personal income data for 2009 was not
available during the time period this study was being conducted.)
In 2008, the average per capita income for the five counties affected by SRS activities stood at $30,278.
The three South Carolina counties’ per capita income averaged $28,705, while the two Georgia counties’
per capita income averaged $36,039. A common way to analyze how a local economy’s per capita
income is performing relative to other areas is to look at an area’s per capita income as a percent of
another area’s per capita income. In 2008, the per capita income of the local economy stood below
statewide averages and was about 75.38% of the national average of $40,166. At the same time, the three
South Carolina counties stood below the statewide average of $32,495. Similarly, the average personal
income per capita of the three South Carolina counties was about 71.47% of the national average. Per
capita income of the two Georgia counties stood at $36,093 and was higher than the state average but still
below the national average at 89.87%. This data is represented in Table 3.1.b.

6

Census.gov
2008 is the latest date information of this type is available
8
All personal income data provided by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, http://www.bea.gov/
7
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Table 3.1.b:

Per Capita Income (in dollars)
2008

Local Economy (average)

30,278

Aiken

32,855

Barnwell

23,713

Allendale

22,636

Richmond

29,547

Columbia

42,639

United States

40,166

South Carolina

32,495

Georgia

34,849

Historical trends of per capita income for the three South Carolina counties show that the per capita
income levels for Aiken, Allendale, and Barnwell counties have consistently been below the national
average. One salutary feature apparent from the historical trends is that per capita income in all five
counties is consistently increasing. However, while there are periods of relatively faster growth and
relatively slower growth, per capita income has consistently been below the national average. Therefore,
SRS spending in this particular area is needed and welcomed.

Table 3.1.c: Total Employment for the Local Economy in Comparison to U.S. and State
Employment, 2005-20099
Employment
US

2005

2005-06
% Change

2006

2006-07
% Change

2007

2007-08
% Change

2008

2008-09
% Change

2009

141,730

1.90

144,427

1.12

146,047

-0.47

145,362

-3.78

139,872

1,903,263

2.55

1,951,816

2.51

2,000,784

0.30

2,006,827

-2.43

1,958,134

4,311,604

3.35

4,455,954

2.67

4,574,821

0.28

4,587,624

-3.52

4,426,035

55,622

-1.50

54,787

1.47

55,593

2.42

56,936

-2.28

55,637

3,235

1.67

3,289

14.17

3,755

-15.23

3,183

-5.59

3,005

7,266

-3.25

7,030

-4.44

6,718

-0.24

6,702

-4.48

6,402

25,245

4.39

26,353

11.55

29,397

4.58

30,743

-7.13

28,551

103,668

0.33

104,006

-2.34

101,573

-1.16

100,392

-1.73

98,658

(in thousands)

SC
GA
Aiken
Co.
Allendale
Co.
Barnwell
Co.
Columbia
Co.
Richmond
Co.

9

Bls.gov
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As can be seen by Table 3.1.c, Aiken and Barnwell counties had employment loss between 2005 and
2006, and Barnwell and Richmond counties had an employment loss (or remained even) for each year of
the five-year period. The most remarkable aspect that the data displays is that each of the five counties
experienced a total loss of employment between 2008 and 2009 with a percent change loss of 21%.
As indicated in Figure 3.1.a, the current economic crisis had a major impact on the local economy’s
employment growth. All five counties of the local economy experienced negative employment growth
between 2008 and 2009.
Counties such as Allendale, South Carolina and Columbia, Georgia experienced strong decreases in
employment growth with 5.59% and 7.13% decreases, respectively. Similarly, the current economic
crisis affected employment growth of counties such as Richmond, Georgia and Aiken, South Carolina
with a negative growth reduction of 1.73% and 2.28%, respectively. The average decrease of
employment growth for the local economy was 2.88%. Therefore, given the negative effect of the current
economic crisis, the response of the federal government and continued SRS funding played an important
role in revitalizing an already weak local economy.
Without continued SRS funding or new future missions, local employment will continue to shrink, and
this would strongly affect local productivity, output, income, and tax revenue. This could be offset by
new missions at Ft. Gordon or large-scale industrial projects. However, given the higher SRS salaries and
benefits, many more non-SRS jobs would have to be created to compensate for the loss in SRS positions.

Figure 3.1.a: Employment Decline in the Local Economy, 2002-2009
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To stress further the importance of SRS funding and activities, Figure 3.1.b illustrates the unemployment
rate of the local economy from 1999 to 2010. Comparing the unemployment rate of the local economy to
statewide averages, this figure indicates that the period of slower job growth during the late 1990s kept
the unemployment rate of the local economy above the South Carolina and Georgia averages. Before
2008 and the current economic crisis, the unemployment rate in the United States stood at 5.8%.
As can be seen in Figure 3.1.b, only one of the five local counties had an unemployment rate below the
national average and that was Columbia County, whose unemployment rate was at 5% during this period.
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Allendale and Barnwell’s unemployment rates during this period stood at 17% and 11%, respectively.
The average unemployment rate for the local economy stood at 9%.
The current economic crisis sharply increased the unemployment rate on all levels. The unemployment
rate for all of South Carolina jumped from 5.5% in January 2008 to 12.5% in January 2010. The same
was true for Georgia where the unemployment rate went from 5.1% in January 2008 to 10.4% in January
2010. Out of the five local counties, Barnwell County was the hardest hit when the unemployment rate
jumped from 11.2% in January 2008 to 20.1% in January 2010. The remaining four counties also
experienced an increase in unemployment rates, but at a much slower pace. Overall, the unemployment
rate for the local economy went from 9% in January 2008 to 14.1% in January 2010.
Fortunately, both states have shown a slight increase in employment in the past few months. The
unemployment rate for South Carolina as of February 2011 was 10.2. The unemployment rate for Georgia
as of February 2011 was 10.2, as well.

Figure 3.1.b: Unemployment Rate, 1999-2010
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To summarize, the severity of the current economic crisis had a strong effect on local employment and the
rate of unemployment. Local employers and their associated industries were strongly affected by harsh
economic and financial conditions, and they responded by decreasing their demand for labor. This has
meant lower industrial output, lower household income, and lower tax revenue to state and local
governments.
This downward trend is also apparent from the labor force participation data. Statistics show that the
average labor force participation rate of the local economy just before the current economic and financial
crisis was below state and national averages. The labor force participation rate of the local economy was
60.7%, which means that only 60.7% of capable labor force participants were in the labor market. These
numbers can be seen in Table 3.1.d. Once again, even the labor force participation indicators show a
stressed economic area in need of additional financial support and assistance.
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Table 3.1.d: Labor Force Participation Rate10
Area
Local Economy (average)
Aiken
Allendale
Barnwell
Columbia
Richmond
United States
South Carolina
Georgia

Labor Force Rate
60.7 %
57.1 %
56.2 %
58.3 %
69.1 %
62.8 %
66.0%
61.0 %
66.8 %

Understanding the economic base and employment structure of the local economy is critical for
understanding the challenges and opportunities facing the local economy. For example, if an economy is
heavily dependent on manufacturing activity, it is likely to face long-term challenges with regard to job
losses and plant closures. Conversely, an economy heavily dependent on tourism is likely to be more
susceptible to swings in nationwide consumer income and spending trends when compared to an area that
has a large government presence, such as the five-county area in this study. Industry diversification is
commonly viewed as a goal of economic development. Generally, a diverse local economy is likely to be
a more stable economy; one that is less susceptible to industry-specific shocks that could cause volatility
in more specialized economies. While SRS may seem homogenous from an outside view, from an
economic perspective it is actually diverse, with its major economic impact falling in the manufacturing,
waste, and construction categories.

10

Bls.gov, 2008 data
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3.2 Industry Distribution of Employment in the Local Economy
In this section an analysis of the diverse employment of the local economy will be provided with a focus
on employment distribution across industry sectors. The section will also provide an economic base
analysis. Economic base analyses provide a more detailed look at an area’s economic structure by
identifying those industries that comprise a local economy’s economic base – the main economic drivers
for an area.
The current employment structure of the local economy is based on employment data provided by the
United States Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). The BEA’s job estimates indicate a total of 187,236
jobs in the local economy as of 2008. The distribution of these jobs across major sectors of the economy
is given in Table 3.2.a.11
The largest sector in terms of employment in the local area in 2008 was “Health Care and Social
Assistance” with 27,741 workers. Retail trade was the second largest employment sector with 24,439
jobs. Other large employment sectors in the local economy include manufacturing (22,449 jobs),
administrative and waste services (21,514 jobs), and accommodation and food services (18,232 jobs).
The relatively smaller employment sectors include mining (211 jobs), utilities (757 jobs), management of
companies and enterprises (857 jobs), and agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting (742 jobs).

Table 3.2.a: Local Economy’s Employment by Sector (2008 Data)
Sector
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
Mining
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate and Rental Leasing
Professional and Technical Services
Management of Companies and Enterprises
Administrative and Waste Services
Educational Services
Health Care and Social Assistance
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Accommodation and Food Services
Public Administration
Total Employment of the Industries Listed Above

Jobs
742
211
757
11,309
22,449
10,035
24,439
4,161
3,732
5,174
1,841
7,970
857
21,514
16,819
27,741
2,339
18,232
6,914
187,236

11

These sectors are based on U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, North American Industry Classification System industrial codes,
http://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/
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The large presence of jobs in construction, manufacturing, and administrative and waste services is due to
the substantial local employment related to SRS. Employment estimates are useful for a first glance to
determine which sectors appear to dominate the local landscape. However, it is more useful to compare
the relative size of these industries locally with their relative size at the state level. In this way, how the
local economy differs from other areas in terms of the dominant types of economic activity can be
identified and analyzed.
Table 3.2.b shows the hourly wages for engineers and several other technical positions in the AugustaAiken Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) and their South Carolina and Georgia counterparts. Wages
for the MSA are clearly higher. When average percentage increases are calculated, the five-county area’s
MSA hourly wages represent an overall 12% increase over South Carolina wages, and an overall 19%
increase for Georgia wages.

Table 3.2.b: Comparisons of South Carolina, Georgia, and Aiken-Augusta MSA
Hourly Wages
Occupation
Chemical Engineer
Civil Engineer
Nuclear Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Environmental Engineer
Health/Safety Engineer
Registered Nurses
Medical and Clinical Laboratory
Technicians
Technicians (Environment Remediation, Waste

SC Hourly
Wages
41.55
36.15
43.32
37.42
35.81
32.83
28.69
14.92

GA Hourly
Wages
34.12
35.34
NA
36.53
37.08
32.38
29.30
15.42

MSA Hourly Wages
43.43
42.42
NA
43.15
NA
39.78
30.33
17.04

24.67

21.21

26.85

25.63

28.93

29.05

Processing, Industrial Hygienists & Rad-Con)

Cost Estimators

In summary, when MSA wages are compared with wages for each of the two states, it can be interpreted
that those hired at SRS through SRS funding earn higher than average wages. Therefore, not only are
positions being created but also quality of life is improved through a higher livable wage. This, in turn,
impacts the standard of living throughout the local economy.
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4.0. DATA DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS
Data was collected and provided by the Department of Energy and the other Site organizations for Fiscal
Year 2010. All contractors used October 1, 2009 through September 30, 2010 for Fiscal Year 2010. There
are four categories of data: number of employees, wages, fringes, and other direct expenditures. Other
direct expenditures include subcontracts, materials, equipment, leases, corporate fee, power, utilities,
personnel support, etc. The data was provided at two levels: in total for the whole Site, and also for the
five counties of the study. Data for the entire Site refers to employees, wages, fringes, and other direct
expenditures of the contractors, no matter where those employees live or where the expenditures were
made. On the other hand, the same categories of expenditures were totaled only if employees reside in
one of the five counties, or purchases of equipment were from a vendor in one of the five counties. When
possible, this data was confirmed by direct contact with the individual organizations providing a high
degree of reliability. In addition, where the organizations were able, they provided social, demographic
and economic profiles of their workforce.

4.1: Annual Expenses
In Fiscal Year 2010, DOE, their contractors, and other SRS organizations spent a total of $2.4 billion on
wages, fringes, and other direct expenditures. Thirty-nine percent of this total was spent on wages, 10%
on fringes, and the reminder (51%) on other direct expenditures (see Figure 4.1.a).

Figure 4.1.a: Breakdown of Total SRS Expenditures (Fiscal Year 2010)

Other Direct
Expenditures
51%

Wages
39%

Fringes
10%

Locally, DOE and Site contractors spent $1.2 billion (or 50.6% of the total expenditures of the Site) in the
five-county area on wages, fringes, and other direct expenditures. The breakdown is however slightly
different as shown in Figure 4.1.b. The majority of local spending was on wages rather than other direct
expenditures. This reflects the fact that many contractors need to source their specialized equipment
nationally and internationally. In Fiscal Year 2010, 18.2% of other direct expenditures were in the fivecounty area. However, this number shows a large variation between Site organizations from a low of
0.2% to a high of 95.8%.
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Figure 4.1.b: Breakdown of SRS Expenditures in the Five-County Region (Fiscal Year 2010)
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4.2: Annual Salaries and Employment
The average salary for all SRS workers is $84,719 and the average level of fringe benefits for all SRS
workers is $20,961, making average overall compensation $105,680. The average salary is higher at
$85,031 for an SRS worker who resides in the five-county area. However, the fringe benefits for SRS
workers in the local area are $20,181 with a total compensation package of $105,212.
There is some variation in pay among Site organizations. The highest average salary (of all SRS workers)
is $134, 874 and the lowest is $48, 837. A similar story is told by fringes: the highest level of fringe
benefits per employee is $35,635 and the lowest is $7,442. If one looks at average compensation, it
ranges from $56,279 to $163,425. These wide variations reflect the diverse range of operations
undertaken by the different organizations. Overall, SRS workers’ compensation still reflects well-paid
jobs. In 2009, the average annual pay in Aiken County was $45,552, in Allendale County it was $39,468,
and $28,548 in Barnwell County. In the Georgia counties, the average annual pay was $35,412 in
Columbia County and $41,236 in Richmond County.12

12

Bureau of Labor Statistics, 3rd Quarter, 2010.
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4.3: Employee Distribution
According to data received from DOE, the majority (84%) of the workers at SRS live in the five-county
area. However, some of the SRS contractors were able to provide data showing where in the five counties
their employees resided. Using this data, 82% of workers reside in the five-county area. The difference in
these two figures can be explained by two factors. First, some contractors were not able to provide us with
a county-by-county breakdown of their workforce, resulting in some missing observations. Second, the
number of employees on-site is obviously a moving target as workers get hired, laid off, or transferred to
a different site. However, the total percentages for SRS employees living in the five-county area are not
dissimilar and provide a good estimate of where workers live. As can be seen below, the majority of the
workers live in Aiken County (50.3%). Figure 4.3.a gives the percentages for the other counties.

Figure 4.3.a: Residence of Workers at SRS
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Some Site organizations provided information on the highest level of education earned by their
employees. These varied enormously between contractors depending on their projects at SRS, and are
presented in Figures 4.3.b through 4.3.g. Many SRS organizations depend on and employ highly educated
workers. Over 97% of workers at WSI and a full 100% of workers at SREL have earned at least a
bachelors degree. Over 80% of workers at NNSA and DOE have earned at least a bachelors degree. At
Parsons and SRR 38% to 40% of workers have earned a bachelor’s degree or higher. Nationally, only
27.9% of those over 25-years of age have earned at least a bachelors degree, so it can be seen that the Site
brings with it a well-educated workforce13.

13

www.census.gov
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Figure 4.3.b: Education Level at Savannah River Remediation
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Figure 4.3.d: Education Level at National Nuclear Security Administration
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Figure 4.3.e: Education Level at Department of Energy-SRS
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Figure 4.3.f: Education Level at Wackenhut Security, Inc.
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Figure 4.3.g: Education Level at Savannah River Ecology Laboratory
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5.0 ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE
This section will examine the Savannah River Site’s impact on the five-county area. Utilizing the
economic “Input-Output” Analysis technique, this study specifically examines the immediate and longterm economic benefits of the individual projects conducted by SRS during Fiscal Year 2010. The
“Input-Output” Analysis is utilized to understand the inter-industry relationships between a certain
industry or a project and the local economy.

5.1: “Input-Output” Analysis and IMPLAN Methodology
The following section identifies direct, indirect, induced, and total economic effects of SRS on the local
economy. There are numerous economic models that can generate economic multipliers and estimate
economic benefits of an industry or a project. For the purposes of this study, the economic impact
software program IMPLAN was utilized.14 The IMPLAN impact model allows for identifying, tracing,
and analyzing purchases and sales of commodities between industries, businesses, and final consumers.
This input-output model uses a multiplier analysis to estimate the direct and indirect contribution of an
industry or a project. For example, total spending by SRS for labor, services, output, and insurance
creates employment and income for businesses in those sectors. SRS projects can be categorized as
pertaining to three industries: Waste Management and Remediation Services, Construction, and
Manufacturing Industries. All three industries are well defined industries by the existing standard of the
North American Industry Classification System. The estimated output multiplier measures the effect of a
$1 change in spending on the output of all other local industries.
The impact of SRS on the local economy is unique as it affects multiple regions and numerous diverse
economic sectors and businesses within the area. Any spending associated with SRS contributes to the
support of local suppliers of the Waste Management and Remediation Services, Construction, and
Manufacturing sectors in the five-county region. As such, SRS projects and the economic impact effect
of SRS funds go beyond just one state or one county. Therefore, when the economic impacts of SRS
projects were estimated, a unique model that reflects diverse, multiple-industry and multiple-region
related activities of these projects was created. The model was tailored to allow a multiplier framework
for the five counties and the 440 industrial sectors to assess the effects of SRS. The multiplier model
developed by the current study was able to quantify the direct, indirect, and induced economic impacts of
SRS. As a result, the study estimates four different kinds of effects SRS has on the local economy:
1. Direct Effects are associated with SRS’s direct gross receipts and include the gross industry
output, workers (local employment), and labor earnings (income).
2. Indirect Effects represent the relationship between different firms working through input
purchases of goods and services. Estimating the indirect effects of SRS requires estimating all
of the backward linkages necessary to produce the output of the Waste Management and
Remediation Service, Construction, and Manufacturing industries combined.

14

IMPLAN software was originally developed by the United States Department of Agriculture’s Forest Service in cooperation with the Federal
Emergency Management Agency and the United States Department of the Interior’s Bureau of Land Management. MIG, Inc. began work on
IMPLAN databases in 1987 at the University of Minnesota. IMPLAN reports all multiplier effects on output, employment, income, earnings, and
all value-added components. In addition to REMI (Regional Economic Models Inc.,) and RIMS (Regional Input-Output Modeling System),
IMPLAN is one of the three credible regional impact models that are widely used for regional economic impact analysis.
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3. Induced Effects are economic impacts that arise from spending of household income earned by
workers employed by the projects conducted by SRS. Workers involved with these projects
could potentially spend their income at retail, service, and other types of local establishments.
All businesses affected by this spending will hire additional workers who will also spend a
portion of their income in the local economy.

4. Total Economic Impact of SRS spending is calculated as the sum of the direct, indirect, and
induced effects of the SRS operations.

5.2: SRS Employment Impact on Five-County Area
Immediate benefits of SRS are those particularly associated with SRS’s spending within the five counties.
Personnel employed by SRS and their respective contractors represent the direct employment benefit of
SRS. Likewise, wage and salary expenditures by SRS are considered to have direct income effects. In
addition, there is a direct tax effect which arises through a range of taxes on businesses such as property
and sales taxes from investment and personal property and purchases of taxable items. The way all of
these projects and spending interact with the local economy is expected to have a lasting effect on local
economic growth and development.
The economic benefits of SRS are best measured in terms of the number of jobs created and the amount
of personal income that local residents accumulate. As SRS and its subcontractors supply jobs and
salaries, local employment and income are directly created. In the case of SRS and its subcontractors,
there are definite direct effects associated with the $1.191 billion in total expenditures within the local
economy. In Fiscal Year 2010, SRS created 9,258 highly paid jobs within the five-county area.
Therefore, according to the model, the direct impact of $1.191 billion in spending created an additional
8,262 jobs resulting from indirect economic effects, and 5,742 jobs due to induced effects. In total,
23,262 full-time and part-time paying jobs in the local economy can be attributed to the operations of
SRS. Consequently, the employment multiplier for SRS is 2.513. This simply means that for every one
job created at SRS an additional 1.5 job is created within the five counties for a total of 2.5 jobs. These
23,262 jobs represent 12.09% of the local labor force. As stated previously, the 2.513 employment
multiplier increased the 9,258 SRS jobs held by employees living in the five-county by an additional
14,004 jobs, bringing the number of total jobs to 23,262. The impact of SRS on employment in the fivecounty region is illustrated in Figure 5.2.a.

Figure 5.2.a: Impact of SRS on Local Employment
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5.3: SRS Output Impact on Five-County Area
Further economic impact of SRS can also be measured by analyzing the effect of the average dollar
output on the local economy. The Department of Energy’s (DOE) nine organizations at the Savannah
River Site have a significant impact on the local five-county area. During the Fiscal Year 2010, SRS’s
budget was $2.353 billion. Out of that amount, SRS spent $1.191 billion within the local five-county
area, thus greatly and positively stimulating the local economy. The $1.191 billion in direct expenditures
lead to an additional $825 million in indirect effects and an additional $370 million in induced effects for
a total of $2.386 billon. In terms of the output multiplier of SRS operations and projects, one dollar of
spending by these projects led to an addition $1.003 in spending, bringing the total spending in the local
economy to $2.0 through the output multiplier effect of 2.003. In other words, for every dollar spent by
SRS, an additional $1.003 was generated for the local economy [$1.191B x 2.003 output multiplier =
$2.386B]. Relative to other industries that dominate the local economy, this multiplier is slightly smaller
than the one produced by the manufacturing sector (2.03), but certainly bigger than the real estate
multiplier (1.29). Figure 5.3.a illustrates direct, indirect, induced, and total output effects that SRS’s
operations have on the local economy.
Note: The $1.191 billion in direct gross receipts leads to an additional $825 million in indirect effects and
an additional $370 million in induced effects for a total of $2.386 billion through the output multiplier
effect of 2.003.

Figure 5.3.a: Impact of SRS on Local Output
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5.4: SRS Income Impact on Five-County Area
It is important to note that SRS operations significantly affect the local standard of living. Therefore, in
addition to the aforementioned economic effects of SRS operations, this study also estimates the positive
impact of these projects on local household income levels. By definition, personal income includes all
wages, salaries, profits, interest, rents, and other major forms of income earned by local residents. The
total increase in personal income in the local economy resulting from SRS operations is $853 million.
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There are $537 million in income effects resulting directly from SRS operations. In addition, there are
indirect linkages that account for an additional $218 million, and the induced effects are another $98
million. In total, the impact of SRS operations on household income is estimated to be $853 million.
These estimated income benefits to local SRS residents are illustrated in Figure 5.4.a.

Figure 5.4.a: Impact of SRS on Labor Income
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In conclusion, the key indicators of SRS operations include total industry output, total income, and
employment. Table 5.4.a and Figure 5.4.b summarize all the previously mentioned benefits of SRS
operations on the local economy. The total benefits of SRS operations are $2.386 billion in gross output,
23,262 workers, and $853 million in labor earnings. The indirect effects are $825 million in gross output,
8,262 workers, and $218 million in labor earnings. Similarly, the induced effects are $370 million in
gross output, 5,742 workers, and $98 million in labor earnings.

Table 5.4.a: Economic Impact of SRS Operations on the Local Economy
Output

Employment

Labor Income

Direct Effect

$

1,190,964,382

9,258

$

537,020,864

Indirect Effect

$

824,617,360

8,262

$

218,067,488

Induced Effect

$

370,480,263

5,742

$

98,075,376

Total Effect

$

2,386,062,006

23,262

$

853,163,728
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Figure 5.4.b: Employment, Income, and Output Benefits of SRS
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The “Input-Output” Analysis of SRS operations reveals that SRS has a substantial impact on output, jobs,
and income in the local economy. Like any other business, SRS makes a variety of input purchases that
transform into flow of funds into the local economy. The indirect and induced effects of the investments
and purchases conducted by SRS work through numerous other sectors within the local economy and
significantly contribute to local economic growth and development. It is important to note that these
positive economic effects are not one-time events because it takes approximately one year for the funds to
work through the local economy. In addition to having a positive effect on the local economy, SRS
operations also affect the federal, state, and local tax revenue levels. The following section illustrates
important tax revenue effects which result from the SRS operations.

5.5: SRS Impact on Federal, State, and Local Taxes
As stated earlier, SRS employees and operations are associated with a significant tax revenue impact.
The increase in sales and income results in increases from sales tax, personal tax, property tax, tax
contributions (and other types of tax revenue), and social insurance15. All three levels of government –
federal, state, and local – benefited from SRS operations which contributed a total of $318 million to the
total tax revenue. This section will report the impact of SRS spending on different tax revenue sources at
all three levels of government.
Traditionally, state and local governments heavily depend on sales tax receipts and property taxes.
Therefore, a key element of state government revenue is sales tax stability while the key for local
government stability is property tax collection. Currently, unstable economic conditions and declining
home market values have resulted in significant swings in sales and property tax revenues. All of these
changes threaten state and local governments’ ability to provide adequate levels of service.
Given the fact that the majority of tax receipts to the South Carolina and Georgia governments stem from
sales, income, and property taxes, it is important to focus on estimating the economic impact of the SRS
15

“Social insurance” here means any government program that offers benefits based on age, health, economic circumstances, etc. Example:
unemployment insurance, food stamps, Medicaid, housing subsidies.
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spending on these particular governmental revenue sources, as well as the total state and local tax
revenue. Based on the financial data obtained from the nine major Site organizations, the estimated
impact of SRS operations on the two-state, five local governments’ tax revenue amounts to $126 million.
Out of this amount, $9.1 million is generated from the Indirect Business Tax. The Indirect Business Tax
is composed of Motor Vehicle License Tax, Severance Tax, Social Insurance Tax (Employer
Contributions) and other indirect business taxes. Traditionally, sales tax has a unique role in the state and
local revenue structure. An estimated $42.4 million of sales tax impact stemming from SRS operations is
an impressive effect and translates into numerous public goods and services provided by the state and
local governments. Unfortunately, the base of the sales tax is less predictable and, therefore, less stable
than property tax. This is why predictable revenue from sales tax is very important. At the same time,
local governments rely heavily on property taxes and, for this particular revenue source, the tax revenue
impact of SRS amounts to $34.9 million. The numerous projects that accelerated economic and
community development of the local economy also contributed to personal income tax revenue ($18.8
million), corporate profits tax and dividends ($12.4 million), and other personal taxes ($8.6 million).
Table 5.5.a and Figure 5.5.a illustrate the tax impact of SRS operations on different state and local tax
sources.

Table 5.5.a: State and Local Tax Impact of SRS Operations
State and Local Taxes

Amount
$42,427,076
$34,880,671
$18,796,622
$12,371,308
$9,062,212
$8,563,168
$126,101,057

Sales Tax
Property Tax
Personal Income Tax
Corporate Profits & Dividends
Indirect Business Tax
Other Personal Tax
Total State and Local Tax Impact

Figure 5.5.a: SRS Impact on State and Local Taxes
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Similar to the remarkable impact on the state and local taxes, SRS has an impressive impact on federal tax
revenue. The total impact on federal taxes is $192 million. Out of this amount, $109 million goes to
social insurance tax (employee and employer contributions combined). An additional $60 million
accounts for personal income taxes and $17.4 million for corporate profits tax. Lastly, $9.4 million is
contributed via the indirect business tax where indirect business tax is composed of excise taxes, custom
duties, and other indirect business taxes. Table 5.5.b and Figure 5.5.b illustrate SRS impact on the federal
taxes.

Table 5.5.b: SRS Impact on Federal Taxes
Federal Taxes
Social Insurance Tax Contributions
Personal Income Tax
Corporate Profits Tax
Indirect Business Tax
Total Federal Tax

Amount
$109,202,505
$55,925,372
$17,354,134
$9,383,247
$191,865,247

Figure 5.5.b: SRS Impact on Federal Taxes
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5.5.1: Payment in Lieu of Taxes
SRS also contributes to the local economy by a mechanism known as Payment in Lieu of Taxes.
Payments in Lieu of Taxes are federal payments to local governments that help offset losses in
property taxes due to nontaxable federal lands within their boundaries.
In SRS’s case this is land that used to be owned by Aiken, Barnwell and Allendale counties16 but has
been taken off their tax rolls because it is now owned by the federal government. Each year the
federal government provides $6.2 million for the counties to use as they see fit (Aiken County
designates 60% of its share to public education). Though the federal government is under no
obligation to pay this fee, governmental officials say it is paid to provide a sense of balance to assist
the counties.17 The breakdown of county allocations is as follows: Barnwell - $4,506,166 (paid in
FY11), Aiken - (not paid as yet but estimated payment for calendar year 2010 will be $1,620,000),
Allendale - $89,508 (paid in Fiscal Year 11).18

5.6: Multiplier vs. Induced Effect
As indicated before, an economic “Input-Output” model is used to examine relationships between
individual businesses as well as relationships between businesses and final customers. This model
captures all monetary market transactions for consumption, and the results of the model are called
multipliers. Multipliers also divide the effects of stimuli on economic activity into three categories: direct
effects, indirect effects, and induced effects. In this study, multipliers predict economic effects resulting
from changes in SRS spending. The output multiplier calculated for SRS operations is 2.003 and this
multiplier indicates changes to the local production in terms of SRS spending per $1.00. This study
interprets the 2.003 multiplier as follows: for every dollar spent by SRS operations, an additional $1.003
is generated for the local economy.
The induced effects of the “Input-Output” model typically reflect spending changes in household income.
These changes generally occur as income increases or decreases due to the changes in production.
Induced effects represent cumulative responses by all local industries caused by the expenditures of new
household income, which was generated by the direct and indirect effects of SRS operations. For
example, employment induced effects represent the impact (changes in employment) on all local
industries. This impact was caused by the expenditures of new household income generated by the direct
and indirect effects of SRS operations.

5.7: Summary of SRS Economic Impact on Five-County Area
The nine organizations at the Savannah River Site have a significant impact on the local five-county area.
During Fiscal Year 2010, the SRS budget was $2.353 billion. Out of that amount, SRS spent $1.191
billion within the five-county region, thus greatly and positively stimulating local economies. As a result
of this spending, the local labor force market was enriched by a total of 23,262 preserved or newly created
jobs. These jobs represent 12.09% of the local labor force, which in essence means that for every one job
created by SRS an additional 2.5 jobs are created in the local economy.
16

The 1980,000 SRS acres are broken down in the following fashion: 72,686 acres in Aiken, 121,094 in Barnwell and 4,211 Allendale counties.
Energy.Gov, January 21, 2008
18
Source: Leza Roberson, Budget Analyst, Budget Division, Field Chief Financial Office, Savannah River Operations Office, U. S. Department
of Energy.
17
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In addition to this significant economic impact on the local labor market, SRS increased the state and
local output production for both South Carolina and Georgia. Furthermore, SRS spending of $1.191
billion increased the total industrial production and corresponding output. In 2008, the combined 440
local industries generated approximately $34.88 billion in output production. Due to direct, induced, and
indirect effects of SRS spending, the local output is expected to increase by an additional $2.4 billion.
This is 6.59% of the increase in total local output production.
In terms of household income, which is another measure of economic activity, the study indicates that
annually, SRS operations contribute to an average increase of $1,600 per household. Overall, for the five
local counties, the total SRS economic effect on household incomes is $853 million.
SRS employees and operations also contribute significantly to tax revenue benefits for state, local, and
federal governments. The total federal, state, and local tax impact amount is $318 million. Out of this
amount, the state and local tax impact amount is $126 million. The most important state and local tax
benefits result from sales taxes ($42 million) and property taxes ($35 million), followed by personal
income taxes ($19 million). These tax benefits contributed to numerous public goods and services
received by the communities in the five-county area.
Similarly, impressive federal tax impacts result from SRS employees and operations. A total of $192
million contributes to federal tax revenue. The most significant contribution results from the social
insurance tax contributions ($109 million) and personal income tax ($56 million).
In conclusion, the existence and operations of SRS have a far-reaching effect on the local economy, as
can be seen in Figure 5.7.a. Due to the number of jobs created, output produced and added, and income
and tax revenue, SRS is a key economic player in the five-county region. These economies greatly
benefit from the funding and projects supported by SRS and DOE.

Figure 5.7.a: Total Economic Impact of SRS on the Local Economy
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SECTION 6.0 EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT
As this study has shown, SRS has a huge economic impact on the local area. In addition, the Site’s
10,967 highly skilled, technical professional workers have had direct and indirect impacts with ripple
effects throughout the South. Other direct SRS impacts include enough blood donations to save 194,000
lives. In 2010, 6,128 donors provided more than 5,400 units of blood. For each unit of blood donated
three local lives are saved. Additionally, even with the decline in Site population the giving has
increased.19 For example, SRS employees have consistently made the largest portion of United Way
donations in the region.
Employees are also supportive of efforts in the field of education. SRS is involved in many companysponsored group efforts related to education. For instance, the Site provides a variety of programs for
elementary and secondary schools. The major purpose of these programs is to increase student knowledge
and interest in science and mathematics. In 2010, SRNS reached approximately 40,000 students and
educators in the five-county area through the Traveling Science Demonstration Program, the Future City
Competition, the SRNS Innovative Teaching Mini Grants Program, the Department of Energy Savannah
River Regional Science Bowl, National Engineers’ Week, Science Technology Enrichment
Environmental Program, the School-to-Work Program, the Science Fair Program, College Night, and its
Faculty and Internship Program. Additional Site educational opportunities exist on the college and
graduate level in the form of internships, scholarships, mentoring programs, and educational assistance.

19

“SRS Blood Drives Save Thousands of Lives”, SRNS Press Release, D. T. Townsend, Public Affairs, January 4, 2011
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SRS workers are church and civic leaders, elected officials, and volunteers of every sort. In short, SRS
workers fill social gaps that would otherwise be left open for governments to fill or left undone. To
support the non-profit sector, SRS employees provide volunteer and monetary support to charities such as
the United Way, Habitat for Humanity, Special Olympics, Heart Association, food banks, learning
centers, Red Cross, Salvation Army, Wounded Warriors, arts and historical centers, Toys for Tots, and
many other educational and cultural events and groups. Site employees and their families also assist the
government and its contractors in support of current and new missions through participation in area
Chambers of Commerce, local economic development organizations, and political campaigns.
An excellent example of SRS employees’ generosity can be found by examining the United Way’s recent
campaign contributions. In 2010, SRNS’s and SRR’s combined campaign raised $2,084,46120, $970,758
of which went to Aiken County alone21. As one United Way executive expressed the impact of SRS
employee giving on the region:
“I think that the support of the entire SRS workforce during our annual campaign makes a
tremendous impact in the community. The employees generate enthusiasm and excitement for the
campaign by supporting all the United Way special events, by giving incredibly generous
donations, and by their spirit of volunteerism in the community. All of these things ultimately
lead to a successful campaign that supports approximately 60 critical needs programs in our
community.”22
While jobs are appreciated, the local community also supports current and new SRS missions because
SRS workers are viewed as an advantage - a beneficial spin-off from decades of safe operations.
Besides employees, SRS contractors provide community support, as well. For instance, in early 2011
SRNS announced three significant contributions of $50,000 per year over a three-year period to Paine
College, Augusta State University’s Hull College of Business, and the CSRA Wounded Warrior Care
Project.
The importance of SRS and its workers goes beyond the local area. Technical expertise from SRS helped
save lives at Ground Zero, measured and analyzed the effects of Chernobyl, developed nuclear detection
devices for U.S. ports, trans-shipped dangerous nuclear materials from the Former Soviet Union, and
were on hand during the Gulf Oil Spill.
In sum, the study found that SRS employees are productive and active members of their communities,
contributing to civic organizations, performing volunteer work, and participating in political
organizations.

20

Lori Kostelnik, SRS United Way SRNS Executive Coordinator to Dr. Christopher Noah, February 11, 2011
Candis M. Moyer, Director of Marketing, United Way of Aiken County, Inc. to Dr. Christopher Noah, February 14, 2011
22
Sonita Redmond, Director Resource Development, United Way of Aiken County, Inc. to Dr. Christopher Noah, February 17, 2011
21
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SECTION 7.0 POSSIBLE NEW MISSION AREAS
SRS management has stated it is very focused on the future, especially with regard to keeping the
environment safe and developing cleaner energy technologies. However, planning for SRS’s unspecified
future is an enormous task. In January 2011, upper-management from major Site organizations convened
a working group to develop options for the future. This included current mission areas, as well as
identifying possible new missions. One major theme that came out of this convocation was the
realization that SRS’s major mission is “to position the Site to focus its future on addressing emergent
issues of national security and secure, clean energy”. In order to achieve this goal, Site management
developed “Value Propositions”.

7.1: “SRS Value Propositions”
While specific projects were not defined, Site leaders did recently narrow their focus to concentrate on
three Value Propositions for new mission areas. These areas centered on:
1. Environmental Stewardship
2. National Security
3. Energy Independence
While economic developers in the five-county area have said they desire specific projects, identification
of projects cannot be solidly predicted at this time. However, using these three value propositions,
assumptions for certain types of new mission projects and their ancillary regional economic impacts can
be generally stated. For more information, see Section 7.2 “Analysis of the Future Economic Impact of
Savannah River Site” for cost and employment scenarios of economic impacts developed by the research
team.

7.1.1: Environmental Stewardship
Of the four primary missions at SRS (the others being Stockpile Stewardship, Research and
Development, and Nuclear Non-proliferation), Environmental Management responsibilities for
cleaning up the Cold War Legacy and preparing for long-term stewardship, is the primary mission.
Based on current funding, the EM mission comprises the largest effort at SRS. As EM successfully
accomplishes its mission requirements, it will have a decreasing presence at SRS. Nevertheless,
because of the size of the Site and the magnitude of the tasks, EM will continue to play a significant
role long into the future.23 One of the biggest projects benefitting from ARRA funding is the
Footprint Reduction program at SRS. The Recovery Act will reduce the nuclear production legacy
footprint by 50% by 2011, which is about 207 square miles. The impact of this is that long-range EM
budget allocations will not reach as far into the future, as previously predicted. In the short-term,
SRS has and will continue to create jobs to complete area closures, demolish existing buildings, close
waste trenches, and close ash basins.

23

Savannah River Site Strategic Plan. US Department of Energy Office of the Assistant Manager for USDOE-May 2010
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Site managers believe that, because of funding ARRA, the acceleration of environmental clean-up
was made possible for the current mission and to transition the Site for future projects. According to
the future plans of the Department of Energy, the EM mission of the Savannah River Site is projected
to be complete by 2025. This was the result of independent estimates done by the U.S. Army Corp of
Engineers, as well as an external independent review by Burns & Roe for the DOE Office of
Engineering and Construction Management.24
The future direction of this program is to transform liabilities to assets and to reduce the
environmental legacy of nuclear materials and radioactive waste at SRS. This would be accomplished
by utilizing technology to provide innovative solutions to speed and improve SRS clean-up
processing. A secondary impact of this direction is that it could leverage these applications to other
DOE locations and customers.
According to the DOE future plan for SRS, the key activities and the environment management role
for 2012 through 2016 is to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24
25

Continue operations in A, B, C, H, K, L, N, and S Areas
Demolish surplus buildings and structures in A, C, E, H,
K, L and N Areas
Complete deactivation of H Canyon/HB-Line in
preparation for Pu-238 processing25
Store special nuclear materials in K Area
Decommissioning of F Canyon
Operations of process to dispose of EM “non-MOXable”
plutonium
Shipment of vitrified high-level waste will be sent to the
federal repository as well as shipment of Spent Nuclear
Fuel (SNF)
Approximately 63 million gallons of salt waste will be in disposition by 2016
Radioactive liquid waste storage tanks will be closed
Closure of N, P, and R Area will be completed
Low-level waste will continue to be buried in E Area

professionals.pr.doe.gov/srs/siteutilmgplan_5_16_05finalSTIver.ppt
Mission Development Plan, Savannah River Nuclear Solutions Office of VP of Strategic Planning. June 2010.
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7.1.2: National Security
The premise behind this future use is that it would enhance national security by providing customized
solutions to global nuclear non-proliferation, deterrence, and threat reduction. This goal would be
achieved through the innovative application of unique nuclear materials, technology, and assets.
Planning will also begin on facilities and missions for SRS to play an increasing role in national
security programs. There are management plans for investigations into the potential to integrate
multiple missions, including future medical isotope capabilities, with demonstrations of advanced
reactors and nuclear material processing.26 While the technical aspects of these new missions are
being worked out, the team of economic researchers concluded that a specific cost analysis has not
been developed in great detail. Consequently, predictions as to any reliable economic impact of
future projects in this area would be speculative, at best.

7.1.3: Energy Independence
The goal of this future mission target is to accelerate the deployment of nuclear energy through
public/private partnerships that solve critical nuclear material storage, processing, and disposition
challenges. Another aspect of this possible future mission and the projects associated with it is to use
the Site’s broader expertise to support regional energy sustainability.
A recent example of this, while not nuclear, was the government’s decision to eliminate coal in its
generating plants. It is also an example of partnering between the government and private industry to
secure a win for both sides.
Another example is DOE’s partnership with Ameresco, which was selected to design and implement
the nation’s largest energy savings performance contract at $795 million. The project at SRS is a
biomass-fueled steam cogeneration plant and two smaller plants. The company guarantees the energy
improvements will generate cost savings which start at $34 million annually. After the contract ends,
all additional and continuing savings accrue to DOE. Employment peaked at around 175 a few
months ago for construction. Ameresco plans to operate the biomass facility with a staff of
approximately 25 people (operations to start Dec. 2011). This number includes operators, mechanics,
site operations manager, fuel procurement manager, and safety manager. These numbers do not
include the economic impact to the local forestry and logging industries.

26

Mission Development Plan, Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, Office of VP of Strategic Planning, June 2010.
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These propositions/objectives mesh with new ideas from well respected policy makers.27 However,
transferring the objectives into economic successes may not occur soon enough to mitigate the
negative economic impacts of SRS downsizing.
While the first value proposition above may seem
reasonable, it is a plan only and by no means has been
fully evaluated. As with all Site initiatives, DOE
Headquarters and Congress have fiscal and policy
control. Nevertheless, as a first step in implementing
this plan, local contractors and Site officials have
agreed in writing to partner on initiating small nuclear
reactor testing and development.28 However, DOE-HQ
has sent mixed messages, thus slowing the pace of
small nuclear reactor implementation.29 Another view
states that the U.S. is the “Gold Standard” for nuclear
regulation, thus representing the highest standards for the nuclear industry.30 But to some this
standard means delay. And while admirable, from an economic impact point of view, this “Gold
Standard” regulation slows the implementation of new, and especially untried nuclear programs.

Figure 7.1.3.c: Competitors Which Might Locate a Small Modular Reactor at SRS
Providing Future Economic Benefit to the Five-County Area31

27

“Deterrence in the Age of Nuclear Proliferation”, George B. Shultz, William J. Perry, Henry A. Kissinger, and Sam Nun, The Wall Street
Journal, March 7, 2011, p. A15.
28
“Mini-reactors, new ‘big thing’ in nuclear power”, The State, January 21, 2011.
29
“DOE won’t assume oversight for commercial nuclear reactors: official”, Yanmei Xie, via email, Feb. 21, 2011.
30
Paul Genoa, Director of Policy Development at the Nuclear Energy Institute, in The Wall Street Journal, “A Window Into the Nuclear Future –
Terra Power – with the backing of Bill Gates – has a radical vision for the reactors of tomorrow”, February 28, 2011, page R3.
31
“SRS Energy Park, The Bridge to Sustainable National Energy Security”, Mike Navetta, Manager, Energy Park Initiative, July 23, 2010
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Figure 7.1.3.d: General Atomics “EM2: Small Modular Reactor”

Alternative energy – some call them exotics – has frequently been
put forth as a future use at SRS. Most mentioned under this rubric
are solar, wind, biomass, geothermal, nuclear, clean coal, and
hydrogen.
Recognizing that the energy dilemma must be solved by instituting
research into diverse energy producing modes, Site organizations
have integrated these energy sources with plans for a diverse
energy park. However, from an economic standpoint, these
technologies are beyond the scope of this study – both monetarily
and temporally. While some technologies may have advantages,
they would not be of a magnitude to supplant the large economic
impact of current SRS missions. Further, many of these alternative
energy options have not been monetarily proven, have unknown
economic costs in large-scale terms, or lack the scale-up results
that the economic developers had realized.32 Because of their size,
or lack thereof, pilot plants of this nature would take years to make
a considerable dent in the current economic conditions of the
region33,34 – even if Congress were to fund such projects or provide
economic incentives such as tax rebates or other subsidies. 35,36, 37

32

“Biofuel dreams running on vapor”, Dan Chapman, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, www.AJC.com, February 23, 2011.
“ECO:nomics-Creating Environmental Capital”, The Wall Street Journal, The Journal Report-Environment, p. R1, Monday, March 7, 2011.
34
“Plant closure bursts Georgia’s biomass bubble”, Dan Chapman, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, February 15, 2011.
35
“”Chu Faces Political Dogfight on DOE Cuts, Hill Oversight”, George Lobsenz, Energy Daily, February 45, 2011.
36
“Agency says wind energy tax hit fears were hot air”, John Miller, Associated Press, www.DenverPost.com, February 15, 2011.
37
OP Cit, ECO:nomics-Creating Environmental Capital”, The Wall Street Journal, David Lawrence, CEO Royal Dutch Shell, p. R2.
33
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7.1.4: Energy Parks
Looking ahead at new missions, some policy makers and economic developers are advocating
merging the list of future SRS uses into an “energy park” concept. There are multiple reasons for
this:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Redeploys underutilized Department of Energy assets to produce diverse “green” domestic
energy sources
Cuts greenhouse gas emissions
Reduces dependence on foreign oil, which improves energy security
Restores American leadership of energy/climate technology
Provides sustaining missions for DOE sites
It would encourage regional cooperation, being a joint effort of DOE, local and regional
communities, other government entities (specifically Department of Defense), private sectors,
unions, and other interested parties.38

In an economic sense, the energy park will provide the community with locations for new economic
activity which could reutilize SRS assets and take advantage of the secure boundary of the Site.
Whether located on, or adjacent to, SRS energy park enterprises will provide unique advantages to all
parties involved: tenants, DOE, local governments, and regional economic development
organizations. Energy park activities could further U. S. energy policy, leverage SRS capabilities for
private sector jobs and investment, and offer a unique commercial location for joint DOE and nonDOE private sector energy initiatives.
This is not just a U. S. issue. Especially since the recent events in Japan, the world is stepping back to
assess countries’ requirements to license and maintain nuclear power plants and to deal with the
storage of nuclear materials. This is well stated in a recent release issued by the European Nuclear
Society:
“Nuclear power plants have proven their value to society in Japan and elsewhere. The
recent events have also shown the associated risks. In the future public debate that will
certainly take place in democratic countries about the use of nuclear energy, it will probably
be difficult to weigh with certainty the advantages against the risks of this form of energy.”39

7.1.5: Current Missions’ Schedule and Impact
The final Decontamination and Decommissioning (D&D),
Remediation, and Solid Waste Deposition activities will run
approximately to 2035, and will require monitoring and
management. In addition, there will be a need for post clean-up
monitoring and management out to the year 2045.40 However,
with no new significant missions and continued clean-up, this
task, by definition, will be constantly declining. The tables and
charts on pages 52 and 53 clearly show the economic impacts in
$100 million increments on the five-county area as mission scope declines.
38

“SRS Energy Park, The Bridge to Sustainable National Energy Security”, Mike Navetta, Manager, Energy Park Initiative, Savannah River
Nuclear Solutions, July 23, 2010.
39
Bernard Bonin, Chairman, and Vladimir Slugen, President European Nuclear Society, High Scientific Council, Position Paper, issued 16
March, 2011 (est.)
40
Savannah River Site Strategic Plan. U.S. Department of Energy Office of the Assistant Manager for USDOE-May 2010
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However, before addressing the impacts of reduced or increased SRS missions, the authors examined
the proposed timeline put forth by Site management. According to the “Lifecycle of Current SRS
Missions”, found in Figure 7.1.5.a, the transition from primary Environmental Management activities
to a focus on nuclear non-proliferation, sustainable energy, and national security missions will be
made. This depends on actual budgets and policy action. For example, construction on the Pit
Disassembly and Conversion project (PDC), if funded, will be complete and the Waste Solidification
Building will be fully operational to support the MOX facility operation of converting surplus
weapons plutonium to fuel for the nations’ fleet of light water reactors.
The “DOE Future Plan” predicts the key Site activities for approximately the next 15 years to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Storing special nuclear material in K Area
through 2019, in which deactivation will be
completed in 2020
Complete decommissioning of H Canyon
Continuing operation of MFFF and PDC
Dispositioning of all “non-MOXable” plutonium
Deactivating L Basin once all spent nuclear fuel
is removed
Radioactive liquid waste processing will be
completed and storage tanks will be closed
Demolishing and decommissioning excess buildings and structures will continue
Closure will be completed in D, C, and K Areas and the F Tank Farm
Low Level Waste will continue to be buried in E area
SRNL will continue to offer technical service on an
independent basis. “Investing in America’s energy
future”
Continual development of Hydrogen Technology
Tritium processing facilities will continue to operate
supporting National stockpile stewardship and
stockpile evaluation Programs

These assumptions are further amplified by the DOE figure on the next page.
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Figure 7.1.5.a: Lifecycle of Current SRS Missions41

41

SRS 2010 Strategic Plan
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7.1.6: SRS After 2025
As stated many times in this report, the further out in the future, the harder it is to predict the
impending change. However there are certain policies that remain constant in the federal
government’s point of view. Of course any policy can be changed by law, but these policies below
are currently guiding SRS planning into the future:
•
•
•
•

SRS property boundary will remain unchanged and under federal control
Public access will be controlled
Stockpile maintenance will continue and tritium will be processed for nuclear weapons
Savannah River National Laboratory will continue to support national technology
development programs, including hydrogen technology, energy research, and national security

7.2: Analysis of the Future Economic Impact of Savannah River Site
The Savannah River Site was established in 1951 to produce and handle special nuclear materials for the
nation’s defense programs. The end of Cold War, however, prompted major changes in the missions of
the Site. During the last two decades, the focus of SRS operations has been management of nuclear
waste, remediation, and production of tritium gas to refuel active weapons. In the recent past, the
numbers of employees and the annual budget at SRS have been significantly impacted by new or
proposed missions. For example, in September 1991, there were 25,180 workers employed at the Site.
This number decreased to 10,967 in September 2010. Paradoxically, the annual expenses of SRS
increased from $2.03 billion in 1991 to $2.35 billion in 2010. In this section, the economic impact of
changes in future missions or projects of SRS on the local economy is discussed.
Prior to the detailed analysis, a status report on SRS missions is in order. Unfortunately, uncertainty
reigns in all federal programs during these stressed economic times and SRS has not escaped these
impacts. The future use of H-Canyon is an example. The president’s 2012 budget moves about $100
million from H-Canyon to other Site operations. This transfer of funds could affect 700 jobs (in addition
to the 1,400 planned reduction in Fiscal Year 2010 and Fiscal Year 2011)42 . Although Site management
may fight to keep H-Canyon viable, national priorities may supersede Site planning. Moreover, because
of uncontrolled outside influences, there are questions about the sustainability of major projects at SRS,
even though they are already well underway.
The reduction of other major projects aside, for the next several years SRS’s planners continue to estimate
the Site’s budget in two-year rolling increments within a seven year plan. Based on recent budget
estimates the Site’s funding is actually projected to slightly increase from the present $2.389 billion to
$2.479 billion over the next few years. Consequently economic developers and citizens of the fivecounty area might be able to safely project economic stasis in a static economy.
However, what happens after the five-year planning period is concluded is in question, even if the Site’s
budget remains constant in the interim. In past decades, as an operating site, SRS could plan from year to
year because budgets were relatively constant and predictable. However, today it is more difficult to
accurately predict the future of SRS.

42

“Lawmakers press case for H-Canyon at SRS”, Sarita Chourey, Morris News Service, www.Chronicle.Augusta.com, Thursday, February 24,
2011.
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The difficulty in predicting the future of SRS is due to the fact that many of the projects suited for the Site
are very large scale, and thus have a long period from conception to implementation and operation. A
case in point is the number two priority project throughout the U.S. for DOE-EM is the Salt Waste
Processing Facility, a $1.4 billion project. In 1998, DOE researched methods to process the radioactive
salt waste tanks at SRS. DOE selected the technology to construct and the project was funded. SWPF
design began in July of 2001 with limited construction beginning in September of 2007. Today, nearly
50% of SWPF is complete, with an expected completion date of 2014. At that time, SWPF will begin its
radioactive operations.43
In addition, the Waste Solidification Building, a small project in SRS terms (a $342 million endeavor),
began construction two years ago but still has three to four years of building, testing, and piloting even
before limited operation commences44. The same is true for the MOX plant. This multi-billion dollar
project was conceived in the late 1990s, funded in 2000, began construction in 2004, and now in 2011 is
about half completed. In economic impact terms, the point of this discussion is that SRS projects need to
be underway now in order to keep pace with declining missions such as environmental management and
major project completion, and the plague of workforce restructuring (i.e., layoffs). New missions need to
be of a magnitude to support the Site workforce or this hiatus between mission completion and mission
start-up will result in greatly reduced expenditures and hence, attendant reduction in regional economic
impact. As mentioned in the introduction, the ARRA “Stimulus” program was not a part of this study45.
However, it is used here as a case in point. Large-scale projects and programs have a tremendous impact
on the economy. But if a large project begins too suddenly and ends too abruptly, it makes it difficult for
the local economy to respond in an effective manner. See Figure 7.2.a for a graphic depiction of
economic curves of the “Stimulus” program.

Figure 7.2.a: ARRA Spend Rate at SRNS - April 2010 to January 201446
An example of the rise and fall of federal projects
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Conversation with Mr. Phillip “Tony” Polk, Federal Project Director, Salt Waste Processing Facility Project Office, U.S. Department of Energy
and Ms. Karen Edgington, April 12, 2011
44
Conversation Will Davis, WSB Project Director and Dr. Christopher Noah, March 30, 2011.
45
For an overview of the economic impact of the Stimulus program, refer to “The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act Flow Dow to Local
Community: An Economic Impact Study of Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, LLC and Savannah River Remediation, LLC on Five Counties in
South Carolina and Georgia”, March 11, 2011, by the this research team.
46
Long term economic growth was not the purpose of the ARRA, which was to stimulate the economy in the short term. It is used here as an
example only to show the need for steady, predictable long-term growth to maintain economic stability – to alleviate sharp economic peaks and
valleys.
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With regard to this study, the ARRA Stimulus program might have, ironically, had a negative impact on
the duration of Site operations. By infusing $1.6 billion to reduce the Site industrial footprint, it also
reduced the inventory of areas and facilities to be cleaned up. While this is a positive for the environment
and a plus for the government’s facility maintenance budget, it means that SRS’s economic impact will
shrink in the long run unless new missions are found.
To meet this planning challenge, the research team has developed a research methodology, backed by a
credible economic model, to view the future impact of SRS. This model begins in 2016, after the current
five-year planning period ends and some of the current major projects are past their construction phase
and into operation. This model is discussed in the section below.

7.3: Future of Savannah River Site and its Impact on the Local Economy
As discussed previously, several SRS missions are expected to be completed or will be near completion
during the next decade. To supplant these operations, there are no new large-scale missions or projects on
the horizon. Regrettably, the exact long-term estimate of changes in SRS’s budget and employment
caused by phasing out existing projects or adoption of new missions will be speculative. But, there are
economic devices which can provide decision makers with tools with which to gauge economic impact.
Since there is not a predictive model for a situation such as SRS’s – meaning there are too many
unknowns as to missions, projects, magnitude of budgets, etc., – the research team developed a broad
method to aid in predicting the economic impact of SRS activities on the local area. The analysis of
economic impact on changes in SRS expenditures and employment is conducted by changing the SRS
outlays by $100 million increments. It should provide economic developers and decision makers with an
instrument for estimating regional economic impact either higher or lower, based on the proposed SRS
project. The following assumptions were used in conducting the analysis:
1. The proportions in which the changes in SRS total expenditures are allocated among wages,
fringe benefits, and non-labor expenses were kept at Fiscal Year 2010 levels.
2. The changes in SRS expenditures do not account for inflation in future years.
To find the possible changes in employment and output multipliers due to changes in SRS expenditures,
two models were run by increasing and decreasing total expenditures by $500 million in the year 2016.
The results were as follows:

Table 7.3.a: Possible Changes in Employment and Output Multipliers Due to
Changes in SRS Expenditures
Description
2010 Fiscal Year

Employment
Multiplier
2.512

Output
Multiplier
2.003471

(see previous notes)

+$500 million (2016)
-$500 million (2016)

2.036423
1.909943

1.984749
1.956378
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7.4: Graphic Presentation of Economic Impact – Decrease or Increase
Before discussing the results of the analysis in this section, it is important to briefly summarize and
explain multipliers. Two types of multipliers were used for calculations: economic and employment.
The economic multiplier is a measure of the cumulative impact of injections into the economy. This
multiplier effect occurs because of spending and re-spending (ripple effect) caused by the initial injection
of funds into the economy. For example, if SRS hires a new employee who lives in the five-county area,
that employee will use his/her wages to purchase various goods and services. Consequently, the other
businesses will expand their employment to increase the supply of goods and services to meet the needs
of the new SRS hire. This increase in employment by other businesses will then create a second round of
expansion in employment in the local economy. The spending and re-spending process will continue until
this ripple effect dissipates.
Furthermore, this study estimated the employment multiplier of SRS in the local economy as 2.513,
which means that every worker hired by SRS from the five-county area creates an additional 1.5 jobs in
the region. The employment multiplier of SRS is significantly higher than the average multiplier in
region. This is because SRS employs a large, highly technical and professionally educated qualified labor
force, which is paid significantly above-average wages. The average salary of local workers at SRS is
approximately $85,031 as compared to the average salary of $35,427 for non-SRS workers in the fivecounty area. This indicates that one job created at SRS has approximately the same overall employment
impact in the local economy as 2.38 average paying jobs elsewhere.
The replacement factor of one of SRS employment also reveals that a loss of one job at the Site will
require the local economic developers to create nearly two and one-half additional jobs to compensate for
the loss.
The research team calculated that in Fiscal Year 2010, the 9,258 SRS employees living in the five-county
region contributed to 14,004 additional jobs. This brought the total jobs created through direct and
indirect methods to 23,262 (generated by a 2.513 employment multiplier). During the same fiscal year,
SRS injected a total of approximately $1.191 million through payroll and procurement contracts in the
five counties’ local economy. These expenditures generated an additional $1.195 million of output (the
difference between $2.386 billion to $1.190 billion) through the multiplier effect of 2.513. Besides this
analysis of the current economic impact of SRS, the team was also asked to develop a predictive tool to
better plan for the future. Given that predictive scenarios are not useful in an economic analysis where
little is known, the research team has prepared a graphic presentation showing what the impacts would be
should SRS budgets rise or if they might fall. [The changes in employment and output multipliers were
less than 5%. Therefore, Fiscal Year 2010 multipliers were used.] The results of a possible decrease in
SRS expenditures due to completion of projects or downsizing of existing operations are presented in
Tables 7.4.a, 7.4.b, and 7.4.c. Possible increases in SRS scope can be followed in the same fashion in
tables 7.4.d, 7.4.e, and 7.4.f.
The following three tables show the impact of decreases in: 1) SRS expenditures, 2) SRS employees from
the five-county region, and 3) SRS non-labor expenditures in the five-county region. As shown in Tables
7.4.a and 7.4.b, every $100 million change in total SRS expenditures will decrease total wages by $39.5
million (i.e., from $929,112,630 to 889,620,047). Fringe benefits will decrease by $9.8 million (from
$229,883,935 to $220,112,557) and non-labor expenditures will decrease by $50.7 million (from
$1,193,629,038 to $1,142,892,999). The total number of SRS jobs depending on every $100 million
change in expenditures was 466 (i.e., from 10,967 to 10,501).
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Table 7.4.a: SRS Impact of Downsizing on Total Expenditures, Employment, Wages,
Fringe Benefits, and Non- Labor Expenditures47
(in $100 million increments)

Total
Expenditures
$
2,352,625,604

Total
Employees
10,967

Total
Wages
$ 929,112,630

Fringes
$229,883,935

Non-Labor
Expenditures
$
1,193,629,038

$

2,252,625,604

10,501

$ 889,620,047

$ 220,112,557

$

1,142,892,999

$

2,152,625,604

10,035

$ 850,127,463

$ 210,341,179

$

1,092,156,961

$

2,052,625,604

9,569

$ 810,634,880

$ 200,569,802

$

1,041,420,922

$

1,952,625,604

9,102

$ 771,142,296

$ 190,798,424

$

990,684,883

$

1,852,625,604

8,636

$ 731,649,713

$ 181,027,046

$

939,948,844

$

1,752,625,604

8,170

$ 692,157,129

$ 171,255,668

$

889,212,806

$

1,652,625,604

7,704

$ 652,664,546

$ 161,484,291

$

838,476,767

$

1,552,625,604

7,238

$ 613,171,962

$ 151,712,913

$

787,740,728

$

1,452,625,604

6,772

$ 573,679,379

$ 141,941,535

$

737,004,689

$

1,352,625,604

6,305

$ 534,186,795

$ 132,170,157

$

686,268,651

As seen in Table 7.4.a., there was a job change of 466 jobs due to the $100 million change in SRS
expenditures (10,967 minus 10,501 = 466) . From this 466 number, a 394 worker-decrease (84.5%) will
come from the five-county region. This is also depicted in the table below (i.e. 8,864 from 9,258), or
84.5% (394/466), from this five-county region. Similarly, out of the total change, non-labor expenditures
(e.g., procurement, contracts, etc.) of approximately $50.7 million (as seen in Table 7.4.a), there will be
$9.1 million, or 18% of the $50.7, from the five-county region. An important point to note here is that
this also shows that the five counties’ local economy is heavily dependent on SRS for employment when
compared to supplying goods and services (i.e., procurement, contracts, etc.).

47

Baseline numbers supplied by Tom Fekete, SRS Budget Director, Budget Team Lead, DOE AMIP Savannah River Operations Office, March
2011 for Fiscal Year 2010.
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Table 7.4.b: SRS Impact of Downsizing on Total Expenditures, Employment,
Wages, Fringe Benefits, and Non-Labor Expenditures in Five-County Region
(in $100 million increments)

Total SRS
Expenditures

Total
Employees

Total
Wages

Fringes

Non-Labor
Expenditure

$2,352,625,604

9258

$787,215,671

$186,832,411

$216,916,300

Five Counties
Total
Expenditures
$1,190,964,382

$2,252,625,604

8864

$753,754,517

$178,890,968

$207,696,121

$1,140,341,606

$2,152,625,604

8471

$720,293,363

$170,949,526

$198,475,941

$1,089,718,831

$2,052,625,604

8077

$686,832,210

$163,008,083

$189,255,762

$1,039,096,055

$1,952,625,604

7684

$653,371,056

$155,066,641

$180,035,583

$988,473,279

$1,852,625,604

7290

$619,909,902

$147,125,198

$170,815,403

$937,850,504

$1,752,625,604

6897

$586,448,748

$139,183,756

$161,535,224

$887,227,728

$1,652,625,604

6503

$552,987,595

$131,242,313

$152,375,045

$836,604,952

$1,552,625,604

6110

$519,526,441

$123,300,871

$143,154,865

$785,982,177

$1,452,625,604

5716

$486,065,287

$115,359,428

$133,934,686

$735,359,401

$1,352,625,604

5323

$452,604,133

$107,417,985

$124,714,507

$684,736,625

Table 7.4.c: Economic Impact of SRS Downsizing on Five-County Region
Five Counties Total
Expenditures
$1,190,964,382

Contribution to
Regional Output
$2,386,062,006

Five Cs. SRS
Employment
9,258

Contribution to Regional
Employment
23,262

$1,140,341,606

$2,284,640,768

8,864

22,273

$1,089,718,831

$2,183,219,531

8,471

21,284

$1,039,096,055

$2,081,798,293

8,077

20,296

$988,473,279

$1,980,377,055

7,684

19,307

$937,850,504

$1,878,955,818

7,290

18,318

$887,227,728

$1,777,534,580

6,897

17,329

$836,604,952

$1,676,113,342

6,503

16,341

$785,982,177

$1,574,692,104

6,110

15,352

$735,359,401

$1,473,270,867

5,716

14,363

$684,736,625

$1,371,849,629

5,323

13,374
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The following graph displays Table 7.4.a. showing the impact on jobs and wages for the five- county
area when there is a decrease in employment and a decrease in expenditures by $100 million increments,
as stated in Table 7.4.a.

Figure 7.4.a: Impact of SRS Changes in Expenditures in the
Five-County Region with a Decrease in Employment

The following graph displays the impact on output for the five-county area when there is a decrease in
expenditures by $100 million increments, as stated in Table 7.4.a above.

Figure 7.4.b: Impact of SRS Downsizing on Five-County Region – Total Output

The following figures depict the impact of expansion at SRS on the five-county region when looking at
number of jobs (Table 7.4.c) and total output (Table 7.4.d) when stated in $100 million increments.
Every $100 million change in SRS expenditures results in an approximately a $50.6 million change in
SRS expenditures in the five-county region and 400 SRS employees from the region. The total
employment impact of a $100 million change in SRS expenditures is 989 jobs and a $101.4 million
impact on output.
Out of 466 jobs expanded by a $100 million change in SRS expenditures, 394 (85.1%) will be residents
of the five-county region. Similarly, out of the total change, non-labor expenditures of approximately $51
million, $9.2 million (18%) will be in the five-county region. As stated above, this further emphasizes
that the five counties’ local economy is heavily dependent on SRS for employment as compared to those
supplying goods and services (contracts).
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Table 7.4.d: Impact of Increased SRS Scope on Total Expenditures,
Employment, Total Wages, Fringe Benefits, and Non-Labor Expenditure
($100 million increments)

Total SRS
Expenditures

Total
Employees

Total
Wages

Fringes

Non-Labor
Expenditure

$2,352,625,604

10967

$929,112,630

$229,883,935

$1,193,629,038

$2,452,625,604

11433

$968,605,213

$239,655,313

$1,244,365,077

$2,552,625,604

11899

$1,008,097,796

$249,426,691

$1,295,101,115

$2,652,625,604

12365

$1,047,590,379

$259,198,068

$1,345,837,154

$2,752,625,604

13832

$1,087,082,962

$268,969,446

$1,396,573,193

$2,852,625,604
$2,952,625,604

13298
13764

$1,126,575,545
$1,166,068,128

$278,740,824
$288,512,202

$1,447,309,232
$1,498,045,270

$3,052,625,604

14230

$1,205,560,711

$298,283,579

$1,548,781,309

$3,152,625,604

14696

$1,245,053,294

$308,054,957

$1,599,517,348

$3,252,625,604
$3,352,625,604

15162
15629

$1,284,545,877
$1,324,038,460

$317,826,335
$327,597,713

$1,650,253,387
$1,700,989,425

Table 7.4.e: Impact of Increases with New SRS Scope
Total SRS
Expenditures

Total
Employees

$2,352,625,604
$2,452,625,604
$2,552,625,604
$2,652,625,604
$2,752,625,604

9258
9652
10045
10439
10832

$2,852,625,604
$2,952,625,604

Total
Wages

Fringes

Non-Labor
Expenditure

$787,215,671
$820,676,825
$854,137,979
$887,599,132
$921,060,286

$186,832,411
$194,773,854
$202,715,296
$210,656,739
$218,598,181

$216,916,300
$226,136,479
$235,356,659
$244,576,838
$253,797,017

Five Counties
Total
Expenditures
$1,190,964,382
$1,241,587,158
$1,292,209,933
$1,342,832,709
$1,393,455,485

11226
11619

$954,521,440
$987,982,594

$226,539,624
$234,481,066

$263,017,197
$272,237,376

$1,444,078,260
$1,494,701,036

$3,052,625,604
$3,152,625,604
$3,252,625,604

12013
12406
12800

$1,021,443,747
$1,054,904,901
$1,088,366,055

$242,422,509
$250,363,951
$258,305,394

$281,457,555
$290,677,735
$299,897,914

$1,545,323,812
$1,595,946,587
$1,646,569,363

$3,352,625,604

13193

$1,121,827,209

$266,246,837

$309,118,093

$1,697,192,139
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Table 7.4.f: Economic Impact of SRS with Expansionary New Project/s on
Five-County Area
Five-County Area
Total Expenditures

Five-County Area
Employment

$1,190,964,382

Contribution to
Five-County Area
Output
$2,386,062,006

9,258

Contribution to
Five-County Area
Employment
23,262

$1,241,587,158

$2,487,483,244

9,652

24,251

$1,292,209,933

$2,588,904,481

10,045

25,240

$1,342,832,709

$2,690,325,719

10,439

26,228

$1,393,455,485

$2,791,746,957

10,832

27,217

$1,444,078,260

$2,893,168,194

11,226

28,206

$1,494,701,036

$2,994,589,432

11,619

29,195

$1,545,323,812

$3,096,010,670

12,013

30,183

$1,595,946,587

$3,197,431,908

12,406

31,172

$1,646,569,363

$3,298,853,145

12,800

32,161

$1,697,192,139

$3,400,274,383

13,193

33,150

For every $100 million change in SRS expenditures, the Site’s contribution to the five counties regional
employment was 989 jobs (i.e., 24,251 less 23,262) as can be seen in the above table. In addition, $101.4
million is added to total outputs ($3.4 billion from $2.386 billion).
Figures 7.4.c and 7.4.d show in graphic form a similar analysis of possible increases in SRS expenditures
due to adoption of new projects or missions, and will be presented in Tables 7.4.d, 7.4.e, and 7.4.f. The
impact of changes in SRS expenditures on five-county regional employment and total output are depicted.

Figure 7.4.c: Impact of SRS Expansion on Five-County Region – Number of Jobs
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Figure 7.4.d: Impact of SRS Expansion on Five-County Region - Total Output

In summary, every $100 million change in SRS expenditures results in an approximately $50.6 million
change in SRS expenditures in the five-county region and 400 SRS employees from the region. The total
employment and output impacts of $100 million change in SRS expenditures are 989 jobs and $101.4
million.
For the purposes of planning, recent large missions projections have usually maintained the following
formula with relation to jobs and hence, economic impact:
•
•

Construction workers to build the facility = 1,500 to 2,000 employees.
Operations employees = >300 personnel.48

Adding the effects of losing 2,024 high-paying ARRA jobs in the next 12 months, one can see that the
employment replacement rate would be considerable to even stay even with the current Site population.

48

This has held generally true for projects such as the Accelerator for the Production of Tritium (APT), New Production Reactor (NPR), MOX,
PDC
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SECTION 8.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1: Summary
For the next two to five years, the key projects at SRS will be in Defense Nuclear Non-proliferation.
With the completion of large projects such as the Mixed Oxide facility, contractors will be utilized to
provide programmatic and infrastructure support in utilities, safety, security, and emergency management,
telecommunications, environmental monitoring and waste management services. The presence of these
operating projects will make management oversight necessary, thus securing some M&O and DOE
positions.
Due mainly to the ARRA Stimulus program, by 2012, SRS will have achieved a 67 % industrial and
contaminated footprint reduction, including completion of closure activities in four major industrial areas,
which will free up land for new missions. According to the SRS plans, the acquisition of stock of nonweapons tritium with installation capability for larger scale Helium-3 operations will have been
completed. In addition, plans indicate that construction of the Waste Solidification Building, Salt Waste
Processing Facility, and PDC project construction will have been nearly completed. Cooperative
agreements will be in place to increase SRNL activities and fuel Research and Development programs,
supported by industry, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) the group that licenses MOX, will
be underway.49 Of course, development of a plan does not mean something will occur, only what might
occur. DOE plans also state that the transfer of K Reactor in a non-EM mission will be completed.
SRNS plans indicated the company will make a special effort to implement the energy park initiative in a
manner which reuses existing assets, aids in the cleanup of the Site, forges collaborative partnerships with
academia and industry, supports regional economic development, raises public awareness, and promotes
sustainable environmental management and energy security. All of these accomplishments would be
according to a plan – while well researched – implementation would not be guaranteed. Though bold, it
is nevertheless still just a plan. It is not this study’s purpose to critique a plan or predict success or
failure. However, it is this study’s purpose to make clear the impacts of large scale projects and to provide
an aid to decisions regarding planning.
The overall purpose of this study was to assess the economic impact of SRS on the counties surrounding
the Savannah River Site. The following three components of the economic contributions of the facility
were examined:
• Income impact
• Employment impact
• Indirect contributions in the form of education, business development and community assistance
A brief description of the mission, history and organization of SRS was also presented. The data used in
the study pertained to federal Fiscal Year 2010. The data were collected from the finance/accounting
divisions from the nine Site organizations, and verified through DOE. Reasonable assumptions were
made on some necessary information, if such information was not readily available. These assumptions
were based upon discussions with Site staff and generally accepted by them. If the information was not
available, then reasonable extrapolation of data was used. External data was gathered from the
publications of local, state and federal government agencies. Tabular analysis using a multiplier model
was used to arrive at the results of this study.

49

Mission Development Plan Savannah River Nuclear Solutions Office of VP of Strategic Planning. June 2010.
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The results of the data analysis revealed that SRS plays important economic roles in the lives of the
people of the local area. Most of the employment and income impact was, however, concentrated in three
counties out of the five in the study: Aiken County, South Carolina and Columbia and Richmond counties
in Georgia. SRS employs thousands of individuals from the local area. Most of SRS employees live in
Aiken, Richmond, and Columbia counties. Because of geography and simple demographics, it is not
surprising that the employment impact of SRS is more dominant in Aiken County. In addition to its
effect on income and employment, SRS has contributed to the economic development of the five-county
area through other tangible and intangible contributions. SRS has a long history of supporting
educational and research programs in South Carolina and Georgia. SRS and its employees have also
funded several economic and community development initiatives in order to minimize the negative
community impacts of downsizing of the facility. According to SRS documents, the Site is a great
national asset that represents a significant investment, that continues its half century of service in the
interest of national security, and that stands ready to serve new missions of national priority.
In addition, the SRS infrastructure and personnel resources are being employed for a number of smaller
missions in the areas of homeland security and national energy development. These smaller missions
could be expanded to help meet national needs in these areas. Further, Energy Secretary Chu has
established a task force to examine new uses for defense facilities. The task force will make
recommendations during 2011 on the formation of an Asset Revitalization Initiative. This group would
develop a path forward for working with communities, nonprofit organizations, the private sector and
other stakeholder groups to leverage DOE resources “including land, industrial structures, electric grid
connections, and a highly trained and talented workforce for future use. The task force will also
recommend processes and procedures for the review of potential solicitations and project proposals.”50

8.2: Conclusion
The Savannah River Site has been an integral part of American national defense for nearly sixty years.
Although the U.S. no longer faces the threats posed by the Cold War, SRS has the capacity to carry out
many other projects that may be important for global and national purposes. As a result, one may
speculate there will be demand for SRS services for the future. Today, SRS focuses on nuclear materials
disposal, surplus plutonium consolidation, and environmental management in addition to the production
of tritium gas to refuel nuclear weapons. These missions can take decades to complete.51 Also, once
waste and materials are stored or disposed, proper stewardship is very important. This makes a portion of
the Site’s future a certainty for some time to come. However, the question remains, at what level? And
consequently, to what degree will SRS’s future impact the region?
In addition to its primary mission of serving the national defense needs of the United States, SRS has
played a significant role in the economic and social lives of the communities in the area for the last half
century. Thousands of individuals continue to depend upon this facility as a source of income and
employment. This institution has become a part of life for the people who live in surrounding areas. If the
completion of existing projects is not replaced with new missions, the local area will be noticeably
impacted. Government policies concerning the future missions of this large site should take into account
its economic and social contributions to the local communities. If the current trend continues, SRS’s
economic impact will be like other DOE weapons facilities52 – from a vibrant, active site passing through
a clean-up phase then to “cold standby” and finally in a caretaker phase with minimum missions and
hence, little economic impact.
50

Press release, The Department of Energy Office of Public Affairs, Thursday, February 17, 2011
http://www.savannahrivernuclearsolutions.com/htm%20files/aboutus.htm
52
“Washington Closure begins to plan end of its Hanford work”, Mid-Columbia News/Tribune, Sunday, February 8, 2011.
51
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Without continued SRS funding or future new missions, local employment will continue to shrink, and
this would strongly affect local productivity, output, income, and tax revenue Given the higher SRS
salaries and benefits, many more non-SRS jobs would have to be created to compensate for the loss in
SRS positions.
The Department of Energy’s nine organizations at the Savannah River Site have a significant impact on
the local area, and the immediate economic impact appears bright. During Fiscal Year 2010, SRS budget
was $2.4 billion. Out of that amount, SRS spent $1.191 billion within the local five counties thus greatly
and positively stimulating local economies. As a result of this spending, the local labor force market was
enriched by total of 23,262 preserved or newly created jobs. These jobs represent 12.09 % of the local
labor force, which in essence means that for every one job created by SRS an additional 2.5 jobs are
created in the local economy.
In addition to this significant economic impact on the local labor market, SRS increased the state and
local output production for both South Carolina and Georgia. Furthermore, SRS spending of $1.19
billion increased the total industrial production and corresponding output. Combined 440 local industries
generated approximately $34.88 billion in output production. Due to direct, induced, and indirect effects
of SRS spending the local output is expected to increase in the short term by an additional $2.386 billion.
This is 6.59% of the increase in total local output production.
In conclusion, current operations of SRS have a far-reaching effect on the local economy. Due to the
number of jobs created, output produced and added, and income and tax revenue, SRS is a key economic
player in the local area. The local South Carolina and Georgia economies benefit greatly from the
funding and projects supported by SRS. However, if long term missions are not identified and funded
soon, SRS’s budget and therefore the local economy will be severely impacted in the long run.
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SECTION 9.0 APPENDICES
9.1: Team Members’ Organizations
•

School of Business Administration, University of South Carolina-Aiken (USCA)
The University of South Carolina-Aiken is a four year, public university offering undergraduate
degree programs, as well as three master’s degree programs. Additional graduate and degree
programs are offered through the USC Extended Graduate Campus program. USC-Aiken is
celebrating 12 consecutive years ranked among the Top Three Public Baccalaureate Colleges in
the South by U.S. News & World Report’s Guide to America’s Best Colleges. USCA holds six #1
rankings: 2002, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2009, and 2010. Approximately 3,203 undergraduate students
attend USCA.
The School of Business Administration (SOBA) at the University of South Carolina-Aiken
focuses on creating a caring learning environment in its AACSB International (Association to
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business) accredited undergraduate program. The program
prepares students to meet the dynamic global, technological, and ethical challenges of business
and society. SOBA offers a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration degree with
concentrations in Accounting, Finance, Management, and Marketing. The School’s faculty has
been recognized for their research, which can be routinely found in high-ranking national and
international journals. In addition, the School had developed excellent relationships with area
business leaders and organizations through its Business Advisory Council and Alumni
Association.

•

The O’Connell Center for Executive Development (OCED)
The O’Connell Center in the School of Business Administration at the University of South
Carolina-Aiken facilitates economic research and reaches beyond the academic environment into
the public and private sectors of the Central Savannah River Area. By conducting applied
practical research on timely business and economic topics, The O’Connell Center has become a
recognized leader on issues associated with the area’s economy.
The O’Connell Center’s work, performed by both faculty and consultants, is summarized
below:
• Economic Impact Studies
• Economic Trend Analyses
• Marketing Surveys and Analyses
• Business Modeling and Forecasting
• Financial Feasibility Studies
• Land Feasibility Studies
• Survey Research
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•

James M. Hull College of Business, Augusta State University
Augusta State University is one of the fastest growing institutions in the University System of
Georgia. It offers more than 50 degree programs of study leading to associate, bachelor, master,
and specialist degrees, as well as a paralegal certificate and cooperative doctorate.
Hull College of Business at Augusta State University offers both undergraduate and graduate
degrees. All programs are accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB). This is a guarantee of quality programs that only 570 colleges and
universities around the world have obtained. Hull faculty is recognized for the quality of their
research and publications in tier journals. Moreover, they are active members of the community
and provide a variety of support activities that range from studies of regional economic
development that benefit local financial institutions and chambers of commerce, to consulting
with entrepreneurs and larger corporations.

•

School of Business, Claflin University
Claflin University, founded in 1869, is recognized as one of the leading institutions of higher
education in the southeast. It is the oldest HBCU in South Carolina.
U.S. News & World Report, in its 2008 Guidebook to America’s Best Colleges and Universities,
ranked Claflin in the Top Tier for the tenth consecutive year (1998-2008). Consumer Digest
ranked Claflin University number three in its “Top 5 Best Value” category of Private Colleges
and Universities.
The School of Business undergraduate and graduate curricula are nationally accredited by the
Association of Collegiate Business Schools and Programs. The School of Business works closely
with the business and finance sector through its Business Advisory Board. The School offers the
following undergraduate degree programs:
• Bachelor of Science in Business Administration with concentrations in
accounting and finance
• Bachelor of Science in Business Administration with non-business minor
• Bachelor of Science in Marketing
• Bachelor of Science in Management
• Bachelor of Science in Organizational Management
The graduate program offers four concentrations:
• Management
• Finance
• Marketing
• General Business
Business graduates from Claflin University are employed in the corporate, government, and nonprofit sectors. Several recent graduates have accepted positions on Wall Street and highly rated
investment firms.
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9.2: Organization of Research Team
Figure 9.2.a: Organization of Research Team
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9.3: Backgrounds of Research Team
• Dr. Christopher Noah’s professional background is a unique mix of business and government
sectors. He has been at the nexus of economic and environmental sciences, technology and
remediation for 40 years. The types of responsible positions he has held include administration,
management, oversight, research, regulation, and marketing. His current responsibilities include the
Savannah River Site’s economic development efforts, comprising future missions, facilities reuse,
and D&D. He also has key liaison roles with regional governments, economic development
organizations, as well as other federal facilities, and has been an adjunct instructor of business at two
regional universities.
Dr. Noah’s extensive writing includes technical papers, strategic plans, and public policy papers on
economics, planning, as well as environmental and natural resource management. He has held
leadership positions in many national professional and trade organizations that focus on federal
facilities’ planning, the environment, D&D, and the economic impact of downsizing. He holds a B.
A. in Political Science, an M. A. in Environmental Affairs; and a Ph.D. in Environmental Policy – his
dissertation topic centered on future uses of the Savannah River Site.
• Dr. Sanela Porca is a Professor of Economics at USCA, and holds a Ph.D. in Economics from
the University of Tennessee (UT). She specializes in public finance and urban and regional economic
development. Dr. Porca has participated in numerous economic impact studies and played a role in
the successful impact study done for the Department of Energy in Tennessee while at UT. Since
moving to Aiken, Dr. Porca conducted several economic impact studies for the local community such
as The Economic Impact of the Aiken Corporation on the City of Aiken, South Carolina conducted for
the Aiken Corporation and Aiken Downtown Development Association (2009) and Economic Impact
of Equestrian Industry conducted for the Greater Aiken Chamber of Commerce (2008). Dr. Porca
actively serves her profession by regularly attending national and international conferences and by
publishing academic research in leading economic and business journals.
• Dr. Harpal Grewal earned his Ph.D. at Ohio State University. He is the Dean of the School of
Business at Claflin University, South Carolina’s oldest HBCU. He prepared a study on the economic
impact of Fort Gordon on Columbia and Richmond counties, Georgia-and has co-authored three
economic impact studies dealing with the Savannah River Site and the region surrounding this large,
multi-billion dollar facility. He is published widely in the economic and planning field, both
geographically and by subject matter. His clients have included federal and international agencies
and foundations.
• Dr. Simon Medcalfe earned a Ph.D. in Business and Economics from Lehigh University in
Pennsylvania. He is an Assistant Professor of Finance in the James M. Hull College of Business at
Augusta State University where he teaches finance and economics. Dr. Medcalfe is the author of The
Greater Augusta Economic Commentary, a monthly newsletter on the economic conditions of the
Augusta, GA economy.
• Professor Karen Edgington, M.B.A., is the Director for The O’Connell Center for Executive
Development. Her teaching and research interests include economics, business statistics, and
business communication. Prof. Edgington previously served as the Executive Director for the Center
for Executive Development (CED) at Mesa Sate College in Colorado. She organized all training for
public/private sector clients based on specific needs and goals. While at the Bureau of Economic and
Business Research for Western Colorado, Karen developed economic projects for the city, hospitals,
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school district, and the college; in addition to the compiling, analyzing, and reporting of economic
data throughout the community.

9.4: Staff Support
Gina Buckley— Administrative Assistant, School of Business Administration,
University of South Carolina-Aiken
Mary Helen Caver—Intern, The O’Connell Center for Executive Development,
University of South Carolina-Aiken
Mary Layton-Intern, School of Business Administration
Claflin University
Caitlyn Murdaugh-- Intern, The O’Connell Center for Executive Development,
University of South Carolina-Aiken
Heather Parker—Intern, The O’Connell Center for Executive Development,
University of South Carolina-Aiken
Seth Willis – Intern, The O’Connell Center for Executive Development,
University of South Carolina-Aiken
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9.5: IMPLAN Information
9.5.1: Comparison of IMPLAN vs. RIMS II53
Many users are looking for information to help compare IMPLAN with RIMS II. Below is a table to
allow for a quick comparison. Additional information is included below the table.
IMPLAN Version 3™
(Impact Analysis for Planning)

Deliverables

Access to I/O
Model

Coverage

BEA - RIMS II
(Regional Input/Output Modeling System)

• An interactive, hands-on I-O model created
by the user
• User calculated output, employment, and
income effects of changes in a region’s
industrial activity
• A Complete set of 2008 county-level Social
Accounts - 440 sectors
• Type I – Direct and indirect multipliers
• Type SAM – More robust than Type II, the
SAM multipliers include Direct, Indirect and
Induced multipliers. User specifies which
institutions to include.

•I/O multipliers only (no underlying I/O Accounts)
constructed by RIMS II staff
• Output, employment, and earnings effects of
user applied changes in a region’s industrial activity
• County level Type I and II, 21 by 62 (2007 data) or
21-by-406 (2002 data) induced multipliers. Induced
effect includes disposable earnings of directly and
indirectly affected employment (that is,
proprietors as well as wage and salary
employment). Type I and Type II multipliers

• Once installed on a PC, the user can access
IMPLAN databases, create I/O accounts and
models, and conduct I/O and impact analyses.
• User can reconfigure regions to include one
or more counties; change the database; modify
production functions and trade flow
assumptions, and introduce new industries
• Marginal cost of constructing additional
models with the purchased data is nil

• User supplies BEA with the geographic
delineation of the study area and program
expenditures
• Because of non-disclosure issues relating to the
database, the BEA can only provide multipliers
• On-line viewer or download multipliers

• Any US 5-Digit ZIP Code Area
• Any US County
• 440 Industries and Commodities;
9 household types
• No missing sectors or undisclosed data

• Any US county
• 440 Industries subject to nondisclosure laws
• 1 household type

Continued on next page
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• 2002 Benchmark I/O
• 6-digit employment + earnings from in-house
data
• Location quotients based on earnings are used to
localize the national absorption and by-products
matrices as well as a single vector of national PCE
coefficients

Data Sources

• 2002 Benchmark I/O updated annually by
MIG, Inc. Most current updated dataset is
2008.
• County level wage + salary employment
income are derived by using ES202 and CBP* 6digit data to estimate non-disclosed cells in
released data series
• BEA (REIS)* 3-digit employment and income
are used to distribute county level selfemployment and proprietor income
• Regional purchase coefficients and regional
VA/output ratios are used to localize the
national absorption and by-product matrices
All final demand and value added components
are region specific

• No MRIO capability

Multi-region
modeling

• Unique to IMPLAN is a complete set of
county to county trade flow data
• Software allows fully functioning MultiRegion I-O analysis with unlimited number of
linked regions

Other features

• User may specify custom sector aggregations
for the Social Accounts
• Impact Analysis software with support for
price adjustments, margining and for
structuring complex sets of expenditures
• Online technical support to registered users
covering all software, modeling, and project
related issues.

• BEA provides supplemental tables to convert
purchaser’s prices to producer’s prices.
• No known technical support beyond online
documentation.

Reports

• Complete detailed Social Accounting Matrix
data and multipliers are available in formatted
reports in popular software spreadsheet
formats.

• Five multiplier data tables and “distribution
costs”

IMPLAN and RIMS II includes induced effects, but RIMS II differs from IMPLAN’s in three ways: 1)
RIMS II uses a single household type for induced personal consumption while IMPLAN uses 9 household
types, 2) RIMS II uses the traditional single row/column Type II formulation whereas IMPLAN uses a
more robust mapping of factor income to household consumption using several sub-matrices and 3)
IMPLAN provides a complete set of county-to-county trade flow data, not available with RIMS II.
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9.5.2: IMPLAN Client List 54
This list reflects a sample of the nearly 600 organizations utilizing IMPLAN.
Federal Government
Agricultural Statistics Service
Argonne National Laboratory
Bureau of Economic Analysis
Bureau of Reclamation
Economic Research Services
Federal Reserve Bank
Forest Service
International Trade Commission
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Sandia National Laboratories

State Government
CA Department of Finance
DE Economic Development Office
FL Governor's Office
IL Department of Natural Resources
MO Department of Health & Human Services
NJ Department of Labor
OR Department of Forestry
SC State Office of Rural Health
SC Employment Security
SC Parks, Recreation & Tourism

Academic

Private

Arizona State University

Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.

Clemson University

Deloitte & Touche LLP

Duke University

Economic Research Associates

Georgia Tech.

KPMG Peat Marwick LLP

Stanford University

M & T Bank

Texas A&M University

Sports Management Research Institute

University of South Carolina

Standard & Poor's DRI

University of Tennessee

URS Corporation

Virginia Tech

US Realty Consultants

Yale

Virginia Power
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Figure 9.2.b: Savannah River Site with Site Areas
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